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A number of techniques for Radio Frequency (RF) source location for wide 
bandwidth signals have been described that utilize coherent signal subspace 
processing, but often suffer from limitations such as the requirement for 
preliminary source location estimation, the need to apply the technique 
iteratively, computational expense or others.  This dissertation examines a 
method that performs subspace processing of the data from a bank of true time 
delay beamformers.  The spatial diversity of the beamformer bank alleviates the 
need for a preliminary estimate while simultaneously reducing the dimensionality 
of subsequent signal subspace processing resulting in computational efficiency.  
The pointing direction of the true time delay beams is independent of frequency, 
which results in a mapping from element space to beam space that is wide 
bandwidth in nature.  This dissertation reviews previous methods, introduces the 
present method, presents simulation results that demonstrate the assertions, 
discusses an analysis of performance in relation to the Cramer-Rao Lower 
Bound (CRLB) with various levels of noise in the system, and discusses 
computational efficiency.  One limitation of the method is that in practice it may 




application of Electronic Intelligence is one such application.  This application is 
discussed as one that is appropriate for a method exhibiting high resolution of 
very wide bandwidth closely spaced sources and often does not require a wide 
field of view.  In relation to system applications, this dissertation also discusses 
practical employment of the novel method in terms of antenna elements, arrays, 
platforms, engagement geometries, and other parameters.  The true time delay 
beam space method is shown through modeling and simulation to be capable 
of resolving closely spaced very wideband sources over a relevant field of view 
in a single algorithmic pass, requiring no course preliminary estimation, and 
exhibiting low computational expense superior to many previous wideband 
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This* dissertation* examines* signal<processing* aspects* of* the* Direction* Finding* (DF)*
problem* for* wide* bandwidth* Radio* Frequency* (RF)* sources.* * The* DF* problem* in* this*
context*involves*processing*of*the*data*received*on*an*array*of*antennas*in*the*far*field*
of* the* emission* sources.* * Recent* advances* in* a* variety* of* fields* such* as* radio*
transmission,*digital*signal*processing,*information*technology*and*others*have*resulted*
in* the* proliferation* of* wideband* systems.* * Along* with* this* proliferation* has* come* a*
corresponding*need*to*locate*such*emission*sources.**This*dissertation*presents*a*novel*
technique*for*efficient*high<resolution*DF*using*signal*subspace*processing*in*the*beam*
space* of* a* true* time* delay* beamforming* bank.* * A* beamformer* bank* block* diagram* is*







An* example*military* application* for* such* a* system* is* an* airborne* array* designed* to*
receive* radio* frequency* signals* from* sources*beyond* the* range*of* enemy*anti<aircraft*
missiles.* * Fig.*2*depicts*a* top*view*of*a*generic* large<body*aircraft* line*drawing*of* the*
type* that* could* support* such* a* Signals* Intelligence* (SIGINT)* application.* * The* antenna*
array*could*be*mounted*on*the*side*of* the*aircraft* fuselage* inside*a*radio*transparent*






Fig.*3* shows*a*depiction*of*a*mission*geometry* consistent*with* this* type*of*aircraft.**
The* airborne* array* receives* signals* such* as* those* being* emitted* by* the* ground<based*
radar*sources*shown.**The*radars*may*be*deployed*in*a*defensive*position*such*as*along*
a*coastline*to*contribute*to*the*search,*acquisition,*tracking*and*guidance*for*surface<to<
air* missile* systems.* * The* airborne* receive* array* has* a* characteristic* field* of* view* for*
which*it*is*designed.**The*field*of*view*is*a*circular*sector*whose*center*is*at*the*receive*
array* and* which* is* associated* with* some* reference* radial* line* segment* from* which*
angles*of*arrival*are*measured.**Angles*of*arrival*are*angles*between*the*lines*from*the*
 4 
sources* to* the* airborne* array* and* the*defined* reference* line.* * Typically* the* reference*
line* for* angle* measurement* may* be* the* line* extending* straight* out* the* front* of* the*
aircraft*with*the*array*boresight*being*at*90°*azimuth*as*shown.**Note*that*the*standoff*






The* SIGINT* mission* to* locate* and* characterize* emission* sources* depends* on* the*
capability* to* spatially* resolve* closely* spaced* sources* and* potentially* extract* signal*
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characteristics* in* a* cluttered* and* noisy* spectral* environment.* * Signals* of* wide*
instantaneous* bandwidth* in* particular* may* be* difficult* to* detect* and* resolve* at* long*
ranges*using*conventional*techniques*[1].*
In*recent*years*wideband*RF*signals*have*proliferated*and*reasons*for*their*utilization*
are* numerous.* * In* the* communications* field,* the* handheld* devices* and* smart* phones*
often* rely* on* spreading* codes* to* permit*multiple* users* to* access* the* same* frequency*
channel*[2].**The*bandwidth*of*the*signal*is*purposefully*increased*beyond*that*required*
to*transmit*the*embedded* information* in*order*to*permit*multiple*users*to*access*the*






pulse,* but* this* implies* a* corresponding* increase* in* instantaneous* transmit* power* in*
order* to* maintain* range* according* to* the* radar* range* equation* [4].* * Radar* system*
designers* realized* early* on* that* the* instantaneous* power* requirement* could* be*
moderated*by*spreading*the*power*over*time*by*modulating*the*pulse*with*a*changing*
frequency,* such* as* Linear* Frequency*Modulation* (LFM),* commonly* known* as* a* chirp*
signal.* * Other* types* of* wideband* radar* signals* in* use* today* include* phase* code*
modulation* and* long* codes* made* up* of* low* power* wideband* pulses* and* frequency*
 6 




require* the* system* to* receive* the*entire*hopped*bandwidth* through* the* intermediate*
frequency.* * Even* if* the* frequencies* can* be* tracked* and* digitally* processed* separately*
after* analog* to* digital* conversion,* certain* applications* may* be* ineffective* unless* the*
response*to*energy*in*multiple*frequency*bins*can*be*coherently*integrated*[5].*
In*military*communications*or*other*covert*applications,*users*often*desire* to* freely*
transmit* data,* signals* or* carry* on* communications*while* still*making* it* difficult* for* an*
unfriendly*entity* to*detect* the*transmission.* *A*wideband*signal*can*often*successfully*
operate*at*or*below*the*noise*level*as*long*as*the*intended*user*has*knowledge*of*the*
way* the* signal*was* spread* in* frequency* in* order* to* perform* some* type* of* detection,*
such*as*a*matched*filter.**Wide*bandwidth*techniques*are*thus*frequently*part*of*a*tactic*
to* reduce* the*probability* that* the*signal*will*be*detected*and*processed*by*unfriendly*
forces.**This*tactic*is*known*as*Low*Probability*of*Intercept/Low*Probability*of*Detection*
(LPI/LPD).* * Signal* types* that* incorporate* bandwidth* broadening* for* the* purpose* of*
avoiding* detection* include* modulation* with* noise<like* codes,* Gaussian* pulses* and*
frequency*hopping*[6].*
Chirp* radars* exhibit* high* range* resolution*by* compressing* the* transmitted*pulses* in*
time* when* they* are* received.* * The* figure* of* merit* typically* associated* with* pulse*
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compression* is* the*compression*ratio,*or* the*related*time*bandwidth*product.* *Sidney*
Darlington*at*Bell* Labs* received*a*patent* for*Chirp* radar* in* the*year*1954* in*which*he*
published* a* time* bandwidth* product* of* 34 *[7].* The* Massachusetts* Institute* of*
Technology* Lincoln* Laboratory* (MIT<LL)* was* a* pioneer* in* the* field* of* chirp* radar*
technology.**MIT<LL*engineers*were*instrumental*in*the*development*of*surface*acoustic*




by* dramatic* increases* in* processing* power.* * MIT<LL* was* also* instrumental* in* the*
development* of* digital* signal* processing* for* radar* pulse* compression.* * The* Lincoln*
Laboratory*Digital*Convolver*System*(DCS)*achieved*time*bandwidth*products*in*excess*
of*4000*by* the*year*1979*and*was* roughly* the* size*of* several* racks*of*equipment* [9].**
Although* the* first* digital* systems* proved* to* be* quite* bulky,* digital* signal* processing*
integrated* circuits* soon* developed* at* manufacturers* to* include* Texas* Instruments*
whose*TMS320Cxx*series*of*chips*became*a*staple*in*the*industry*[10].**Today,*the*Field*
Programmable*Gate*Array* (FPGA)* technology* is*gaining*a*prominent* role* in* the*digital*






from* low* to* high* as* time* increases* is* easily* seen* in* this* example.* * In* general,* a* chirp*
signal*need*not*vary*the* frequency* linearly,*but* this*example*does* implement*LFM.* * It*

















frequency* domain* that*may* be* desirable* for*many* high<resolution* radar* applications,*
but* difficult* for* conventional* narrow* bandwidth* receivers* to* detect* and* track* if* the*
frequency*modulation*is*unknown.**Applications*that*require*detection*and*tracking*of*
signals* without* prior* knowledge* of* modulation* characteristics* include* SIGnals*
INTelligence* (SIGINT)* systems* that* attempt* to* passively* characterize* unfriendly* RF*
emitters,* often* from* long* ranges.* * The* general* category* of* SIGINT* includes* both*




as* any* signal* whose* total* bandwidth* is* greater* than* or* equal* to*25%*of* the* center*
frequency.**The*signal*property*of*the*ratio*of*bandwidth*to*center*frequency*is*termed*
fractional*bandwidth.* *Wideband*signals*are* those*with* fractional*bandwidth*between*
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1%*and*25%,* while* those* with* fractional* bandwidth* less* than* or* equal* to*1%*are*
considered*narrowband*[13].*
Another*class*of*wideband*signals*is*represented*by*a*Gaussian*impulsive*type*signal.**
These* types*of* signals* rely*on* the*well<known*Fourier*analysis*principle* that*a*perfect*
impulse* possesses* infinite* bandwidth.* * They* commonly* achieve* fractional* bandwidths*
well* in* excess* of*25%*[14].* * Examples* of*Gaussian* impulses* of* different* lengths* along*
with* their* corresponding* spectra* are* shown* in* Fig.* 5.* * The* system* designed* using* a*
psuedorandomly*timed*sequence*of*such*ultra<wideband*pulses*is*capable*of*high*range*








The*spectra*of* the*signals* in*Fig.*5*are*shown*on*the*right*side*of* the* figure.* *These*
signals*are*sometimes*used*in*systems*due*to*the*smooth*characteristic*of*the*spectrum*
and*relative*ease*with*which*the*time*domain*signal*can*be*generated*on*a*small*time*
scale.* * Notice* that* the* length* of* the* time* domain* signal* on* the* bottom* of* Fig.* 5* is*
shortened* in* time* but* the* spectrum* becomes*wider.* * In* recent* years,* these* types* of*
signals*have*been*used*in*many*new*low*transmit*power,*short*range*applications*in*the*
automotive,* security,* appliances,* manufacturing* and* other* industries.* * Typical*




penetrate* various* solid* materials.* * Since* the* radiated* emission* is* not* concentrated*
within*a*narrow*frequency*band*that*may*be*particularly*susceptible*to*attenuation*in*a*
given* type* of* material,* it* is* generally* accepted* to* possess* a* greater* probability* of*
penetration*through*a*wider*variety*of*materials*than*a*narrowband*emission*[16].*
Lawrence* Livermore* National* Laboratory* (LLNL)* has* developed* the* Micropower*
Impulse* Radar* (MIR)* that* was* spawned* as* an* offshoot* of* their* research* in* digital*
transient* sampling* of* nuclear* events.* * The* research* has* resulted* in* small* low* cost*
transmitter*and*receiver*modules*that*have*been*licensed*to*commercial*developers*for*
many* applications.* * The*MIR* utilizes*wideband* impulsive* type* signals.* * A* summary* of*
several*claimed*application*areas*is*shown*in*Table*1*that*was*presented*in*[16].**Such*
proliferation* of* wideband* signals* for* numerous* applications* is* significant* because*
overlapping*broadband*sources*often*appear*to*other*broadband*receivers*as*a*general*









Automotive* Parking* assistance;* backup* warning;* precollision*
detection;*cruise*control;*airbag*deployment;*electronic*
dipstick*
Security* Home* intrusion* and* motion* sensing;* keyless* locks;*
automatic*doors;*child*monitoring;*vehicle*theft*alarm;*
radar*trip*wire;*perimeter*surveillance*
Appliances* Stud* finder;*wireless* thermostat;* automatic* dispenser;*
automatic*tool*shutoff;*gaming*
Manufacturing* Fluid* level* monitoring;* proximity* sensing;* robotic*
sensing;*industrial*automation*
*
Other* types* of* wideband* signals* include* spread* spectrum* communication* systems*
that* commonly* incorporate* Code* Division* Multiple* Access* (CDMA)* that* spreads*
waveform*bandwidth*by*direct*modulation*with*a*spreading*code*and*wideband*radars*
that*utilize*coded*phase*modulation,*frequency*hopping,*or*other*means*to*spread*the*
spectrum* in* an* effort* to* intentionally* render* them* difficult* to* detect* and* process* by*
non<cooperative*systems*[17].*
The*need*to*locate*the*sources*of*wideband*signals*results*from*their*proliferation*in*
the* fields* of* consumer* communications,* data* transfer,* radar* and* other* applications.**
Law* enforcement* agencies* use* source* location* methods* to* locate* stolen* items* or*
wanted* individuals* known* to* use* particular* wireless* devices* [18].* * In* military*
applications,*some*weapons*are*designed*to*guide*to*the*location*of*an*emission*source*




antennas* or* other* applications* has* been*one* area*of* research* and*development* [21].**
Modern* LPI* radars* may* be* designed* to* incorporate* so* called* “war* modes”* whose*
emission*characteristics*have*remained*unobserved*during*system*tests*[22].**In*future*
battlefield* scenarios,* reliable* efficient* methods* for* detection* and* estimation* of*
wideband*emitter*parameters*will*be*essential*to*maintaining*accurate*Electronic*Order*
of*Battle*(EOB)*data*[23].**One*of*the*most*important*emitter*parameters*is*the*Angle*of*




a* growing* need* for* civil* and* military* users,* but* many* common* phase* measurement*
based* methods* are* inherently* narrowband* in* nature* [25].* * Many* efforts* to* extend*
narrowband* signal* processing* techniques* to* wideband* simply* apply* the* narrowband*
technique* repetitively* across* multiple* sub<bands,* adding* cumbersome* complexity,*
computational*expense*and*cost*to*the*system*[26].*
This* dissertation* introduces* methods* to* perform* source* location* processing* at* the*
output*of* a*bank*of* true* time*delay*beamformers.* * The* true* time*delay*beamformers*
simultaneously* introduce* spatial* diversity* and* frequency* independence* [27].* * This*
permits*the*system*to*maintain*its*wideband*nature*while*performing*spatial*processing*
 15 
to* locate* emission* sources.* * Unlike* many* previous* methods* that* rely* on* frequency*
domain*concepts*such*as*sub<banding*and*coherent*recombination*of*sub<bands*using*
transformation*matrices,* the* novel*methods* introduced* here* operate* primarily* in* the*
time*domain.**Depending*on*the*particular*system*design,*the*number*of*beamformers*
could*be*less*than*the*number*of*antenna*elements,*effectively*reducing*the*number*of*
channels* that* have* to* be* processed* and* thus* providing* an* advantage* in* terms* of*













narrow* bandwidth* operation.* * Since* phase* is* frequency* dependent,* phased* array*
antennas*suffer*from*the*phenomenon*referred*to*as*beam*squint*for*wide*bandwidth*
 16 
operation.* * Beam* squint* manifests* as* a* change* in* the* beam* direction* at* different*
frequencies.* * Since* true* time* delays* are* not* frequency* dependent,* True* Time* Delay*




application* of* high<resolution* techniques* that* had* been* developed* for* spectral*






TTD* beamforming* is* fairly* straightforward* conceptually,* but* difficult* to* practically*
implement* with* precision* for* RF* systems.* * This* is* due* to* the* typical* time* delay*
differences*and*precision*control*in*time*delays*between*adjacent*array*elements*being*
on* the* order* of* picoseconds* or* less.* * A* numerical* example* of* a* typical* time* delay* is*
presented* in* Section* 2.6.* * As* another* example* in* the* literature,* [27]* states* that,* “the*
most* large* time* delay* error* of*1.6!"*corresponds* to* the* radiation* angle* error* of*2.1°*
from*the*main*beam*direction*of*28.7°.”*for*an*! − !"#$*radar*application.**Among*the*
concepts* for* achieving* practical* implementation* of* TTD* beamforming* systems* are*
 17 
optical*and*acousto<optical*architectures.* *Gesell*and*colleagues*have* led*much*of* the*
research*in*this*area.**They*used*an*acousto<optic*Bragg*cell*as*a*continuous*delay*line*
that* was* tapped* at* selected* points* to* provide* the* time* delay* output.* * A* prototype*
system*of*this*type*was*constructed*and*demonstrated*[32],*[33],*[34].*
Some* more* recent* efforts* have* focused* on* development* of* miniature* hardware*
modules* for* TTD* implementation* such* as* Monolithic* Microwave* Integrated* Circuit*
(MMIC)*modules.**TTD*modules*developed*by*the*Air*Force*Research*Laboratory*(AFRL)*
Sensors* Directorate,* Wright<Patterson* Air* Force* Base,* OH* [35] and* Cobham* Sensor*
Systems,*Richardson,*TX*[36]*have*been*integrated*into*an*aircraft*pod*to*demonstrate*a*
wideband* beamforming* capability.* * L3* ComCept,* Rockwall,* TX,* performed* the*










Much*of* the*work* in*TTD*systems* such*as* the*beamformer*pod* shown* in*Fig.*6*has*
been* hardware<oriented* work* that* is* focused* on* investigation* into* techniques* that*
achieve*the*precise*control*of*the*time*delays*necessary*for*successful*implementation.**
Private*communication*with*a*representative*of*the*development*team*for*this*pod*at*
the*Air*Force*Research*Laboratory* (AFRL)* indicated* that* testing*on* the* integrated*pod*
was*primarily*limited*to*measurement*of*formed*beams*with*a*single*source.**The*team*
did*not*investigate*DF*algorithms*or*performance*with*multiple*sources*[37].**Much*less*
is* found* in* the* literature* that* takes* the*approach*of*development*of*signal*processing*
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algorithms*that*exploit*the*frequency*invariant*nature*of*TTD*beamformer*banks.**Chen,*
Yao*and*Hudson’s*2002*review*article,* [37],*discussed*wideband*source* location* in*the*
context*of*acoustic*sensors.**They*mentioned*time*delay*for*acoustic*arrays,*but*did*not*
address*coherent*subspace*processing*that*takes*advantage*of*the*frequency*invariant*
beams.* *Wagner*et*al.*provided*a*good* representation* for* the* sector*of* the* literature*
that*investigated*algorithms*for*formation*of*single*TTD*beams*[39].**Hussain*presented*
a* space<time* processing* approach* that* referenced* TTD* beamforming,* but* the*
formulation*depended*on*a*Gaussian*impulse*signal*model*such*that*the*results*do*not*
necessarily*apply*to*other*signal*types*[40].***
Gabriel’s* work* as* represented* by* [31]* does* involve* significant* signal* processing* for*
TTD* beamforming* systems.* * His* focus* involved* side* lobe* cancellation* whereby* a*





matrix* [41].* * The* formulation* did* not* explicitly* address* spatial* spectra* in* TTD* beam*





beamformers,* spatial* signal* processing,* and* wideband* source* location.* * It* introduces*
methods* to*exploit* the*wideband*nature*of* TTD*beam*space.* * It* presents*methods* to*
formulate* spatial* spectra* of* high<resolution*without* the*need* for* preliminary* location*
estimation* or* iteration.* *We* demonstrate* that* the* simultaneous* spatial* diversity* and*
wide* bandwidth* nature* of* the* TTD* beamformer* bank* provides* the* domain* whereby*
high<resolution,* low*computational*cost,*wide*bandwidth*source* location*processing* is*





Jenkins* [45]* and* Lipsky* [46]* both* provide* good* reviews* of* the* general* narrowband*
radio*direction<finding*problem.**Gething*also*provides*such*a*review*and*includes*high<
resolution*as*a*significant*component*of*the*discussion*[47].* *Wax*includes*a*thorough*
discussion* of*maximum* likelihood* estimation* of* superimposed* signals* [48].* *Wax* and*
Kailath*expanded*the*discussion*to*include*detection*of*the*number*of*signals*in*a*given*
data* set* by* minimizing* the* information* criteria* for* model* selection,* the* information*
theoretic* approach* [49].* * Kumaresan,* Scharf* and* Shaw* drew* a* connection* between*
fitting* exponential* models* and* pole<zero* modeling* [50]* and* their* resulting* algorithm*
was* validated* by* Bresler* and* Macovski* who* presented* a* unified* framework* for*




sensitive* to* the* added*noise* level.* * Their*maximum* likelihood* formulation* derived* an*
expression*in*terms*of*the*linear*prediction*polynomial*of*the*signal*[51].*
Some* seminal* developments* in* narrowband* spatial* processing* applicable* to* the*
source* location* problem* include* the* high<resolution* spectral* analysis* concepts*
introduced* by* Capon* [52]* and* the* covariance* processing* of* Pisarenko* [53].* * Burg*
postulated*that* the*most*appropriate*spectral*estimate* for*a*given*data*set* is* the*one*
that*possesses*the*maximum*randomness,*or*maximum*entropy,*of*any*spectrum*that*is*
consistent* with* the* data* [42].* * Reddi* introduced* the* minimum* norm*method* that* is*
based* on* the* Eigen* decomposition* of* the* data* covariance* matrix* and* subsequent*
solution*of*a*polynomial*equation*with*coefficients*obtained*from*the*Eigen*vectors*[54].**
Tufts*and*Kumaresan*further*elaborated*on*the*minimum*norm*method*and*discussed*









matched,* codirectional* element* doublets* [57]* and* the* Root<MUSIC* variation* of* the*
MUSIC*algorithm*that*represents*a*fast* implementation*for*uniform*linear*arrays.* *Rao*
and* Hari* presented* a* thorough* analysis* of* the* performance* of* Root<MUSIC* [58].**
Numerous* variations* of* these* and* other* formulations* for* spatial* processing* for* RF*
emitter* location*are*extensive* in*the* literature.* *Therrien*also*reviewed*many*of*these*
topics*and*related*ones*in*his*text*[59].*
Stoica* and* Nehorai* discussed* the* MUSIC* algorithm* in* the* context* of* operating* in*
element* space*and*beam*space* [60].* * Their* results*are*primarily*applicable*within* the*
context*of*computational*expense*savings*when*operating*in*conventional*beamformer*
beam* space* as* opposed* to* element* space* without* addressing* bandwidth* concerns.**
Recently* Tidd,* Zhao* and* Huang* reported* results* of* experiments* with* a* variation* of*
Stoica* and* Nehorai’s* beam* space*MUSIC* using* a* circular* array* of* narrow* bandwidth*
elements* [61].* * This* work* reports* performance* results* for* beam* space* MUSIC*
comparable* to* the* element* space* counterpart,* but* with* a* significant* advantage* in*






incoherent* integration* approach* of* Wax* and* Kailath* [48],* [49].* * The* incoherent*
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integration*approach*essentially*entails*executing*some*type*of*narrowband*processing*
in* multiple* sub<bands* prior* to* integration* into* a* wideband* result.* * Wang* and* Kaveh*
introduced* the* Coherent* Signal* Subspace* (CSS)* method,* a* technique* to* coherently*
transform* data* in*multiple* frequency* bins* to* a* reference* frequency* that* can* then* be*





the* accuracy* of* the* preliminary* estimates* and* results* for*multiple* focusing* angles* or*
inaccurate* initial* estimates* may* require* iteration* of* the* algorithm.* * Hung* and* Kaveh*
improved* the* technique* by* using* unitary* focusing* matrices* in* the* Rotational* Signal*
Subspace* (RSS)* method* [63].* * The* RSS* technique* performs* the* least* squares*
minimization*of* the*measurement*norm*between* the* transformed* location*matrix* for*
each*frequency*bin*and*the*focusing*matrix*subject*to*the*unitary*constraint.**Shaw*and*
Kumaresan* [64]* incorporated* Henderson’s* rank* reduction* technique* using* a* bilinear*
transformation* [65]* to*overcome*the*need* for*a*preliminary*estimate.* *This* technique*
incorporates*an*approximation*that*relies*on*closely*spaced*sensing*elements*rendering*




to* result* in* lower* source* location*bias*errors* than*CSS*when*errors*are*present* in* the*




that*varies*by* frequency*resulting* in*array*characteristics* that*are* frequency* invariant.**
An* infinite* number* of* array* elements* is* unfortunately* required* to* achieve* perfect*
invariance*using*this*technique.**Optimization*and*interpolation*can*be*used*to*achieve*





beams* and* beamforming* matrices* at* other* frequencies* of* interest.* * Once* these*
beamforming*matrices*have*been*defined*with*similar*characteristics*at*all*frequencies*
of* interest,* the* data* can* be* transformed* from* element* space* to* frequency* invariant*
beam*space.**Lee*then*used*the*beam*space*data*to*perform*CSS*processing*in*a*manner*
similar* to* previously* published* research* [68].* * The* spatial* sampling* involved* in* the*
beamforming*matrices*alleviates*the*need*for*preliminary*AOA*estimation.**Ward,*Ding*









updated*the*beam*space*approach*to* include*operation*in*the*near*field*[72].* * In*[41],*
Hong*and*Russer*combined*spatial*interpolation*in*a*manner*similar*to*the*technique*of*
Krolik* and* Swingler* [66]* with* the* beam* space* processing* method.* * The* subspace*
processing*of*this*combination*method*does*not*take*advantage*of*the*full*bandwidth*of*
the* beamforming* matrices,* but* it* is* shown* to* result* in* higher* resolution* of* closely*
spaces*sources*than*some*other*methods*for*detected*signals.*
Valee* and* Kabal* discussed* some* alternate* approaches* including* least* squares*
techniques*[73],*[74].**Their*formulation*is*once*again*an*extension*of*the*CSS*technique,*
but* relies* on* the*observation* that* if* the*product* of* the* transformation*matrix* and* its*
conjugate*transpose*is*uniform*over*the*frequency*range*of*interest,*then*the*focusing*is*
lossless.* * This* optimizes* performance,* but* increases* computational* complexity* as*
compared*to*many*of*the*other*methods.**Agrawal*and*Prasad*reviewed*several*of*the*
signal* subspace* based* techniques* and* harkened* also* to* least* squares* and* maximum*
likelihood*approaches*[75].**They*show*that*an*advantage*in*processing*complexity*can*
be* obtained* by* considering* only* spatial* aspects* of* the* data* rather* than* the* spatio<
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temporal* framework*of*most* formulations.* *They*also*show*that*although* incomplete,*
spatial*only*modeling*of*the*data*can*yield*adequate*results*in*many*practical*situations.*
Several* researchers* have* utilized* a* priori* knowledge* of* specific* signal* types* as* an*
advantage*in*processing*those*signals*[76],*[77],*[78],*[79].**In*particular,*Gershman*and*
Amin*discussed*AOA*estimation*for*Frequency*Modulated*(FM)*signals*using*the*space*
time<frequency* distribution* approach* [76].* * Upon* breaking* the* signals* into* their*
constituent* components* in* space,* time* and* frequency,* this* approach* then* uses*
techniques* related* to* MUSIC* to* perform* the* AOA* estimation.* * Feng,* Zhao* and* Yin*
utilized* chirplet<based* transforms* [77].* * Cong* and* Zhuang* considered* a* hybrid* Time*
Direction*of*Arrival*(TDOA)*and*AOA*approach*for*direct*sequence*spread*spectrum*type*
signals* [78].* * Gelli* and* Izzo* considered* signals* that* exhibit* cyclostationarity* as* many*
man<made*signals*do*[79].*
A* number* of* other* developments* in* wideband* AOA* estimation* have* occurred.**
Delmas*and*Meurisse*evaluated*the*performance*of*various*narrowband*approaches*in*
processing* wideband* data* [80].* * Hawkes* and* Nehorai* [81]* analyzed* arrays* of* vector*
sensors,* as* did* Chen* and* Zhao* [82].* * In* [81],* the* authors* discuss* fast* wideband*
algorithms* for* vector* sensor* arrays* and* consider* performance* limits* in* this* context.**
Chen*and*Zhao*formalized*a*vector*sensor*construct*for*CSS*processing*by*extending*the*




their* formulation* is*based*on*the*computationally*complex*approach*of* forming*signal*
and* noise* subspaces* for* each* of* many* frequency* bins,* then* combining* them*
incoherently* [83].* * In*a* related* topic,* several* researchers*have* studied* tracking*of* the*
AOA*for*multiple*wideband*moving*targets.* *These* include*Yan*and*Fan*who*exploited*
the* cyclostationary* signal* property* for* a* least* squares* tracking* algorithm* as*well* as* a*
Kalman* filter* [84].* * El<Keyi,* Kirubarajan*and*Gershman* tracked* the*adaptive*wideband*
beamformer* weights* with* an* extended* Kalman* filter* [85].* * Sellone* updated* the* RSS*
technique*and*provided*an*excellent*review*of*many*of*the*preceding*methods*[86].**He*
showed* that* the* RSS* technique* results* in* a* family* of* solutions* rather* than* a* unique*
solution*for*the*case*where*the*number*of*antenna*elements*is*greater*than*the*number*
of* sources.* * His* solution,* the* Robust* Coherent* Signal* Subspace* Method* (R<CSM),*
exploited*this*extra*dimensionality*to*include*additional*constraints*to*build*robustness*
to*AOA*into*the*process.**In*this*way,*he*was*able*to*alleviate*the*need*for*preliminary*
AOA* estimation,* but* once* again,* the* method* has* increased* computational* expense*
when*compared*to*CSS*due*to*the*additional*iterations*introduced*to*obtain*robustness*
[86].*




computationally*costly* than* fully*coherent*element*space*methods*but*still* capable*of*
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processing* signals* of* wide* instantaneous* bandwidth* in* moderate* signal<to<noise*
environments* as* demonstrated* via* simulation* results* in* section* 7.* * We* demonstrate*
mean* squared*error*performance* for* the*beam*space*methods* comparable* to* that*of*
element* space* coherent* signal* subspace* processing.* * A* price* is* paid* in* absolute*
resolution* performance* when* compared* to* fully* coherent* element* space* methods.**













arbitrary* arrays* through* the* antenna* manifold* construct.* * The* antenna* manifold*
represents* measurement* of* the* array* response* without* regard* to* its* physical*
configuration,*but*is*relatively*easy*to*compute*for*the*ULA*as*a*uniform*phase*or*time*
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shift.* *For* the*antenna*array,* the*author*assumes*that* the*elements*are* identical,*and*








it* is* shown* to* be* uncorrelated* between* the* beamformer* outputs,* which* justifies* the*
diagonal* noise* term* in* the* system* model.* * The* simulation* results* utilize* primarily*
wideband*chirp*(linear*frequency*modulation)*signals*due*to*the*ease*with*which*these*
can* be* shifted* and* resampled.* * In* general,* the* techniques* are* applicable* to* any*
wideband* signal.* * Much* of* the* previous* wideband* source* location* work* focused* on*
noise<like* signals*which* are* relatively* easy* to*model* in* a* spatial* characterization* that*




Although* the* technology* and* signal* processing* methodology* discussed* in* this*
dissertation* are* intended* to*be* generally* applicable* for* a* variety*of* system* types* and*
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applications,* the*discussion*will* frequently*be* framed* in* the* context*of*airborne* radio*
direction* finding.* * This* is* not* intended* to* constrain* its* use,* but* simply* due* to* the*
application* paradigm* within* which* the* related* research* and* development* has* taken*
place.**It*is*often*helpful*to*consider*not*only*the*theoretical*basis*for*the*problem*and*
solution,* but* also* its* practical* application.* * The* airborne* radio* direction* finding*
application*is*simply*one*example*to*which*the*theory*can*be*applied.*
One*of*the*fundamental*concepts*in*this*dissertation*is*that*the*beam*direction*of*true*
time* delay* beamforming* is* independent* to* changes* in* the* frequency* content* of* the*
signal* to* be* processed* by* the* beamformer* [27].* * We* assume* that* this* is* true* for* a*
system*composed*of*ideal*components.**In*practice*components*are*not*ideal*and*nearly*
all* parts* of* the* system* will* exhibit* some* frequency* dependence.* * In* particular* the*
antenna* elements* for* a* practical* system* design* will* have* significant* frequency*
dependence*compared*to*the*beamformer.**With*judicious*system*design*and*thorough*




additional* detail* regarding* the* relationship* of* TTD* beamforming* and* frequency*
dependence.*









resulting* processes* of* beam* space* MUSIC* and* beam* space* Minimum* Variance*
Distortionless* Response* (MVDR)* are* original* contributions.* * The* developments* that*
result* in* the* equations* for* these* novel* methods* as* well* as* the* analyses* of* their*
performance*rely*heavily*on*the*works*of*Schmidt*([43]*and*[87]),*Wang*and*Kaveh*([44]*
and*[62]),*and*Capon*[52].* * *To*the*best*of*our*knowledge,*similar*developments*have*




requires* preliminary* AOA* estimation.* * It* enables* source* location*mean* squared* error*
performance* similar* to* CSS* coherent* integration* while* gaining* an* advantage* in*
computational*expense.**Unlike*CSS*it*permits*instantaneous*source*location*across*the*
field*of*view*without*requiring*a*preliminary*AOA*estimation*step*and*without*requiring*
iterations* using* updated* AOA* estimates.* * Also* unlike* CSS* and* similar* methods* it* is*
primarily*a* time*and*spatial*domain*based*method*as*opposed*to*a* frequency*domain*
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based* method.* * This* dissertation* demonstrates* this* result* for* the* case* where* the*
number*of*beams* in*the*beamformer*bank* is* less*than*the*number*of*array*elements.**
Although*a*price*may*be*paid*in*absolute*resolution*performance*as*compared*to*fully*
coherent* element* space* methods,* resolution* is* still* superior* to* conventional*
beamforming.**The*beam*space*methodology*is*particularly*well*suited*for*applications*
that*can*tolerate*a* limited* instantaneous*field*of*view,*require*high<resolution*of*wide*
bandwidth* sources* and* low* computational* cost.* * We* posit* the* long<range* airborne*
intelligence,* surveillance* and* reconnaissance* application* as* a* well* suited* one.* * We*
summarize*the*contributions*as*follows:*
*
• We* present* an* original* derivation* for* multiple* source* classification* in* TTD*
beam* space.* * The* novel* formulation* is* presented* in* Section* 3.2.1* is* a* key*
aspect*of*the*TTD*beam*space*method.*
• We* present* an* original* derivation* for* minimum* variance* distortionless*
response*(MVDR)*source*location*estimation*in*TTD*beam*space.*
• Another*key*to*the*operation*of*processing* in*the*beam*space*of*a*true*time*
delay* beamformer* bank* is* the* beam* space* manifold.* * A* novel* detailed*
derivation*of*the*beam*space*manifold*is*presented*in*Appendix*B.*
• We* claim* that* the* mean* squared* error* performance* for* TTD* beam* space*
MUSIC*is*comparable*to*that*of*element*space*CSS*at*moderate*SNR.*
• We*claim*that*the*computational*cost* for*beam*space*processing* is* less*than*
that* for* element* space*CSS* for* the* case*where* the* number* of* beams* is* less*
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to* conventional* methods* such* as* the* periodogram* and* MVDR* for* the*
conditions*discussed.*




as* well* as* disparately* separated* sources* simultaneously* without* requiring*




diversity* and* frequency* independence* of* the* time* delays* that* control* the*
beamformers* to* permit* a* non<iterative* result* for*wideband* sources.* * This* is*
demonstrated* by* simultaneously* processing* closely* and* disparately* spaced*







of* signal* subspace* processing,* wideband* source* location,* TTD* beamforming* and* the*
optimization*of*array*signal*processing*system*configurations.* *Chapter*3*discusses*the*
problem* formulation,* solution* and* analysis* of* signal* subspace* processing* in* the* true*
time* delay* beam* space.* * It* also* discusses* the* formulation* of* the* Cramer<Rao* Lower*
Bound* (CRLB),* the* theoretical* limit* for* accuracy* in* the* measured* angle* using* the*
wideband*source*location*methods.**Chapter*4*examines*computational*expense*for*the*
various*wideband*source* location*methods.* *Chapter*5*considers*practical*and*system*
considerations,* such* as* those* involved* in* mounting* physical* arrays* with* limited*













This* chapter* discusses* aspects* of* the* body* of* knowledge* present* in* the* literature*
relevant* to* the* dissertation* topic.* * Section* 2.1* discusses* the* background* of*minimum*
variance* distortionless* response* source* location* estimation* for* narrow* bandwidth*
sources.**Section*2.2*discusses*signal*subspace*and*related*signal*processing*techniques*
for*narrow*bandwidth*sources.**Section*2.3*presents*the*background*for*Multiple*Signal*
Classification* (MUSIC)* in* the*narrow*bandwidth* case.* * Section*2.4*describes* the*Root<
MUSIC* technique.* * Section*2.5*discusses*efforts* to*develop*wide*bandwidth*processes*
such* as* those* that* extend* the* narrow* band* techniques* to* wide* bandwidths.* * These*
include*variants*of*both*non<coherent*and*coherent*integration*of*wide*bandwidth*data*
filtered* into*many*narrow*sub<bands.* *Among* them*are*Section*2.5.1,* coherent* signal*
subspace,* Section* 2.5.2,* rotational* signal* subspace,* Section* 2.5.3,* bilinear*
transformation,* Section* 2.5.4,* steered* covariance* matrix,* Section* 2.5.5,* beamforming*
invariance* coherent* signal* subspace,* Section* 2.5.6,* specific* signal* type* model<based*
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approaches,* Section* 2.5.7,* test* of* orthogonality* of* projected* subspaces,* and* Section*




phased* array* antenna* systems.* * Section* 2.8* discusses* the* concept* of* optimization* of*
antenna*array*and*signal*processing*configurations*that*is*generally*applicable*to*either*






Capon*developed*a*method* for*high<resolution* spectral*estimation* in* the*context*of*
wavenumber*analysis*for*seismic*sensor*arrays.**The*formulation*relied*on*the*assertion*
that* conventional* power* spectral* density* analysis* has* resolution* limited* by* the* array*
beam*pattern*with*a* fixed*wavenumber*window.* *Capon’s*high<resolution* formulation*
introduced*a*window*that*changes*as*a*function*of*the*wavenumber*[52].*
Without*loss*of*generality,*we*consider*the*case*of*a*Uniform*Linear*Array*(ULA)*of*!*











Therrien* [59]* described* the* motivation* for* Capon’s* method* as* one* that* applies* a*
narrowband* filter*with* impulse* response,*ℎ!![!],*! = 1,2,…!!,* that* is* constrained* to*
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! ,! = 1,…!*,* * * * * * * ***********(2.1)*
*
for*!*sensors.* * Note* that* throughout* this* dissertation,* a* bold* lower* case* symbol* in*
equations*is*used*to*signify*vectors*and*a*bold*upper*case*symbol*in*equations*is*used*to*




















*.* * * * * * ***********(2.2)*
*
Since* the*!!<length* column* vectors,*!!,* are* transposed* to* form* the* rows* of*!,* the*
data* matrix*! *is*!×!! *and* we* follow* the* matrix* element* subscript* numbering*









is* applied* such* that* the* filter* weights* satisfy*min!(!!!!!!).* * This* latter* constraint*
minimizes*the*average*power*of*the*filter*output*and*is*the*impetus*for*the*descriptor*

















** * * * * * * * ***********(2.5)*
*
The*matrix*made*up*of*the*collection*of*all*such*mode*vectors*for*all*measured*angles*is*
denoted* as*!!"!(!).* * For* the*!<element* ULA,* the* components* of*!(!!)*are* given* by*
!! !! = !!
!!





! = !!!!"! = !(!!)
!!!!!!!!! !!
!(!!)!!!!! !! !
= !!(!!)!!!!! !! *.* * * * ***********(2.6)*
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most* random,* or* has* maximum* entropy,* of* any* possible* estimate.* * This* estimation*
process* led* to* a* technique* that* was* claimed* to* be* of* greater* resolution* than*
conventional* techniques* with* moderate* additional* computational* cost,* but* was* not*
immediately*applied*to*the*Radio*Frequency*(RF)*source*location*problem.*
Signal*subspace*processing*for*RF*source*location*as*described*in*publications*such*as*
[54]* and* [43]* considers* multichannel* data* as* a* linear* combination* of* RF* source*
wavefronts* incident* upon* an* arbitrary* antenna* element* array.* * Fig.* 8* depicts* such* an*
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arbitrary*array*for*a*3<element*case*so*that*the*signal*space*can*be*visualized* in*three*
dimensions.* * In* physical* space,* the* example* shows* two* emitters* whose* wavefronts,*
assumed* to* be* far* field* planar* wavefronts,* impinge* on* the* array* with* directions* of*
propagation*angles*θ1*and*θ2,*the*Angles*Of*Arrival*(AOA’s),*with*respect*to*the*x<axis*in*
the* array* coordinate* system.* * The* collected* data,*! ,* are* modeled* as* a* linear*
combination* of* incident* wavefronts,*!,* plus* noise,*!.* * For* the* visualized* case* of* two*
signals* (! = 2)* and* three* elements* (! = 3),* the* three* vector* responses* on* the* three*
elements*make*up*the*collected*signal*matrix,*
*










*.* * * * ***********(2.8)*
*
The*!(!!)*and!!(!!) 3×1 coefficient* vectors* are* AOA* dependent* mode* vectors* that*









.* * Each*!*is* a*1×!! *signal* vector.* * Each*!*is* a*1×!!*
noise*vector*that*correspond*to*each*of*the*3*elements.**!!(!)*is*a*general*function*of*
the*sensor*array*configuration*which*for*the*ULA*is*!! ! = !(! − 1) sin !.**The*mode*
vector* for* AOA*!! ,* the* column*! <vector*! !! = [!! !! !!! !! !⋯ !! !! ]! ,* is* the*


















! = !"!! + !!"#!!** * * * * * * * *********(2.10)*
*
where*!!*is* the* normalized* noise* covariance*matrix* such* that*trace !! = !,*!*is* the*
spatial*power*spectrum,*and*!!"#*is*the*smallest*Eigenvalue*for*the*solution*of*
*




!! ≥ !! ≥ ⋯ ≥ !! ≥ ⋯ ≥ !!!! ≥ !! = !!"#*** * * **********************(2.12)*
*
for*!*sources* under* the* assumption* that* the* noise* is* uniform* on* all* channels.* * We*
assume*uniform*white*Gaussian*noise*in*which*case*
*












!! = !"#$(!!!!, !!!!,⋯ , !!)** * * * * * **********************(2.16)*
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*
being* the* noise* subspace.* * The*!*largest* Eigenvalues* indicate* the* signals* while* the*
associated*Eigenvectors*serve*as*an*estimate*of*the*signal*subspace,*!! = !! !! … |!! .**
Similarly,* the*! − ! *smallest* Eigenvalues* indicate* the* noise* while* the* associated*
Eigenvectors*serve*as*an*estimate*of*the*noise*subspace,*!! = !!!! !!!! … |!! .**The*
minimum*Eigenvalue,*!!"#,*typically*represents*the*nominal*noise*level*for*the*system.*
The* solution* can* be* viewed* geometrically* as* an* intersection* of* the* signal* subspace*
plane*with*the*array*manifold*for*the*case*of*two*signals*in*a*three*element*system*as*
shown*in*Fig.*9*[89].**The*two*Eigenvectors*corresponding*to*the*two*largest*Eigenvalues,*
























or X = AS + N                            (2.17) 
 
*
where* ! *is* the* signal,*! *is* the* noise,* and*! *is* made* up* of* ! *column*! <vector*
components*of*the*array*manifold.**The*array*manifold*is*the*set*of*response*!<vectors*
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on* the*!<element* array*obtained*by* incrementing* the*direction*of* arrival* of* a* source*













!! = !!!!!!!!!,* * * * * * * **********************(2.19)*
*
for* arbitrary* signal* space* vector,*! .* * Schmidt* then* defined* the* Multiple* Signal*
Classification*(MUSIC)*spatial*spectrum*as*
*
!!" ! = !!(!)!!!!!!(!)!*.** * * * * * **********************(2.20)*
*
Since* the*denominator* of* equation* (2.20)* represents* the* square*of* the*distance* from*
the*noise*subspace*estimate*to*the*array*manifold,*!!"*can*reasonably*be*expected*to*
exhibit* peaks* in* the* locations*of* the* incident* signals* [91].* * Frequency*dependence* for*
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!(!) *is* typically* ignored* and* processing* performed* as* if* the* system* were*
monochromatic.* * Wide* tuning* bandwidths* (as* opposed* to* wide* instantaneous*








restricted* to* Uniform* Linear* Array* (ULA)* type* sensor* so* that* the* denominator* of* the*
MUSIC*spectrum*can*be*written*as*
*
!!"!! ! = !(!)!!!!!! ! ! = !!!−!2!"(
!





!! = !!!!!!"!!!"#$%&#' **.* * * * * * **********************(2.22)*
*
The* roots* of* the* polynomial,* equation* (2.21),* then* provide* a* direct* estimate* of* the*











processing,*but*these*often*refer* to* large*tuning*bandwidth*rather*than* instantaneous*
bandwidth* as* in* [94].* * This* dissertation* investigates* processes* compatible* with*
wideband* sources* of* large* instantaneous* bandwidth* or* large* bandwidth* excursions*
within*the*processing*interval*such*as*chirp*sources.**Systems*designed*for*a*large*tuning*
bandwidth* may* still* be* required* only* to* process* sources* within* a* narrow* bandwidth*
during*any*single*processing*interval.*
Today,* the* estimation* of* wideband* emitter* characteristics* is* becoming* increasingly*
important* due* to* the* proliferation* of* spread* spectrum* systems.* * Such* systems*
commonly* incorporate* techniques* to* increase* the* signal* bandwidth* beyond* that*
necessary*to*transmit*the*requisite* information.* *Reasons*for*spreading*the*bandwidth*
of*signals*may*be*to*provide*multiple*access,*increase*radar*range*resolution,*desire*to*
operate* undetected,* or* others* [2],* [3],* [4],* [5].* * Along* with* the* proliferation* of* such*





Messer*analyzed* the*effect*of* considering* specific* signal* spectral* content* [96].* * Ji* and*







AOA* for*wideband* signals.* *Many*of* these* are*wideband*extensions*of* the*previously*
described* narrowband* techniques.* * Subsequent* to* the* seminal* development* of*Wax,*
Shan,*and*Kailath*who* introduced*an* incoherent* integration*approach* [98],*Wang*and*
Kaveh* developed* the* Coherent* Signal* Subspace* (CSS)* method,* [44]* and* [62],* that*
coherently*integrates*many*frequency*sub<bands*of*data*into*a*common*reference*band*
whose*data* can* then*be*processed*by* signal* subspace* techniques.* *Unfortunately* the*
data*transformation*from*each*sub<band*to*the*reference*band*relies*on*construction*of*
transformation*matrices* that* are* focused*around* specific* angles* in* the*AOA* spectrum*
determined*by*preliminary*processing*using*conventional*means.**The*results*depend*on*




integrating* pre<processed* data* from* multiple* filtered* sub<bands* into* a* common*
reference* frequency,*!! ,* [44],* [62].* * The* signals* from*! *sources* on*! *elements* are*
collected*over*!*independent*subintervals,*or*data*snapshots*of*duration*∆!*each.**The*
Discrete* Fourier* Transform* (DFT)* of* the*!th* data* snapshot* is*!!(!!) for ! = 1,… ,!*and*
for* the*! *sub<band* frequencies*!! , ! = 1,… , ! .* * The* authors* of* [62]* give* the* spatial*
covariance*matrix*as*
*
cov !! !! = !!!!! !! =
!
∆!! !! !! !! !









account.* * The* array*manifold* is*made* up* of* row* vectors,*!(!! ,!),* that* parametrically*
represent* the* response* to* a* single* source* at* frequency*!! *as* a* function* of* the* source*
angle,*!,*given*by*
*
! !! ,! = !! !! ,! !!!!! !! ,! ⋯ !! !! ,! *.* * * * **********************(2.24)*
*
The* !! !! ,! ,! = 1,… ,!, ! = 1,… , ! *values* are* the* characteristic* response* on*
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element*! *at* frequency*!! *and* AOA*!! .* * The* general* form* of* a* mode* vector* is*








*with* ! ! = ! ! − 1 cos ! *for* the*
ULA*that*we*consider*in*this*dissertation.*
Accounting*for*frequency*dependence*in*the*source*response*the*mapping*from*each*







⋯ !!(!!,!!)!!(!!,!!)                         (2.25) 
 
*
for* initial* direction* of* arrival* estimate,*!! .* * The* CSS* method* requires* preliminary*
processing* to* determine* the* approximate* source* locations* since* this* mapping* is*





!!" = !! !!(!!)!!









!! = !!! !!!!"!!
!!




!! = !!! !!!!(!!)!!
!!
!!!  ,* * * * * * **********************(2.29)*
*
the*coherently*integrated*noise.**
Once* the* data* are* transformed* and* coherently* integrated,* they* can* be* processed*
using*one*of*the*narrowband*techniques*such*as*discussed*in*Section*2.2.**One*popular*
method* for*processing* the*coherently* integrated*data* is*MUSIC.* *The*signal*and*noise*
subspaces*must*be*determined*by*first*solving*the*Eigenvalue*and*Eigenvector*problem*
*
!!!!!!"" = !!!!""!!!!!!"", ! = 1,… ,!** * * * **********************(2.30)*
*
with* the* noise* subspace* given* by* the* span* of*!!!!"" *formed* by* the* Eigenvectors*













the* filters* that* were* the* time* domain* equivalents* of* the* frequency* domain<based*
preprocessing* of* CSS.* * The* authors* showed* that* the* time* domain* filter* construction*
combined*with*signal*subspace*processing*produced*results*similar*to*CSS.**The*method*
is* unlike* the* novel* method* of* this* dissertation* in* that* it* does* not* constitute* a*







Signal*Subspace* (RSS)*method* [63].* *The*RSS*method* injected*an* important*constraint*
into* the*wideband*source* location*discussion*but* is* still* computationally*expensive.* * It*
seeks* to* minimize* the* square* of* the* Frobenius* norm* of* the* difference* between* the*
transformed* array* at* frequency*!! *and* the* reference* frequency* array* subject* to* a*
unitary*transformation*matrix*such*as*
*
!!,!"" = arg !"#! !" !! ,! − ! !!,! !





















preliminary* AOA* estimate* for* wideband* sources* by* incorporating* Henderson’s* rank*
reduction*technique*[64],* [65].* *The*transform,*!,* is*an*!×!*matrix*constructed*from*
the*coefficients*of*the*polynomials*
*
!! ! = (1+ !)!!!(1− !)!!!, ! = 1,2,… ,!** * * * **********************(2.35)*
*
for*polynomial*order*! − 1.* *The*BLT*method*alleviates*the*need*for*preliminary*AOA*
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estimation,*resulting* in*excellent*results* in*a*single*processing*stage,*without* iteration.**
The*authors*showed*that*the*BLT*matrix*is*not*dependent*on*the*angle*of*arrival*of*the*
source* signal.* * It* does* however* utilize* an* approximation* that* relies* on* closely* spaced*







previous* CSS*method* and* constitutes* an* extension* of* it.* * The* authors* showed* that* it*
results*in*lower*source*location*bias*errors*than*the*standard*CSS*method*when*errors*
are*present*in*the*transformation*matrices*[66].* * It* is*said*to*provide*greater*statistical*
stability* and* threshold* observation* times* than* previous* common* methods.* * The*
technique* is* also* computationally* intensive* however,* requiring* a* covariance* matrix*
computation*for*each*bearing*angle*of*interest.**It*expresses*the*steered*array*output*as*
*















!!"# ! = !! !!!!! !(!!)!!(!)!*,* * * * * **********************(2.38)*
*
where* !! *is* the* angular* frequency* !!"! *corresponding* to* frequency* !! ,* and* the*
conventional*covariance*matrix*for*the*sub<band*at*frequency*!! *is*
*
! !! = ! !(!!)!(!!)! *.* * * * * * **********************(2.39)*
*
Clearly*from*this*formulation*the*covariance*matrix*is*steered*to*each*angle*of*interest.**
Krokik* and* Swingler* characterized* their* SCM*as* a* special* case* of* CSS* as* it* takes,* “the*
same*form*as*the*coherently* focused*covariance*matrix*proposed*by*Wang*and*Kaveh*
for*the*case*where*all*sources*in*the*group*are*in*the*same*group.”**They*later*focused*
their* research* on* spatial* resampling* to* achieve* frequency* invariance* [67].* * Spatial*
resampling*of*a*linear*array*entails*utilization*of*uniform*element*spacing*that*varies*by*
frequency* resulting* in* array* characteristics* that* are* frequency* invariant.* * An* infinite*
number*of*array*elements*is*unfortunately*required*to*achieve*perfect*invariance*using*
this*technique.**Optimization*and*interpolation*can*be*used*to*achieve*minimal*errors*in*








(BI<CSS)* technique.* * It*applied* frequency* invariant*beamforming*matrices* to*wideband*
direction* finding,*but* the* technique* requires* reference*beams*with*desired*properties*
for* a* given* array* at* a* reference* frequency.* * It* then*minimizes* a* measurement* norm*
between* the* reference* beams* and* beamforming* matrices* at* other* frequencies* of*
interest* [68].* * The*!!,!"!!"" *matrices* developed* by* Lee* are* very* similar* to* the*
transformation* matrices* of* the* previous* methods* in* terms* of* problem* formulation.**
They* differ* significantly* in* the* fact* that* they* are* formulated* as* frequency* invariant*
beamforming* matrices* as* well* as* transformation* matrices.* * Whereas* the*!!,!"" *and*
!!,!!!"#[!] *matrices* are* frequency* dependent* and* AOA* dependent,* the*!!,!"!!""*
matrices* are* frequency* independent* and* AOA* dependent.* * The* AOA* dependence* is*
implemented* as* a* series* of* digital* beamforming*matrices* over* the* field* of* view* that*
effectively* mitigate* the* need* for* an* initial* estimate* of* AOA.* * The* solution* for* Lee’s*
method*is*given*by*the*solution*to*
*




, ! = 1,2,⋯ ,! − 1*.*
* * * * * * * * * * **********************(2.40)*
The*solution*is*given*by*
*

















*.* * * * * **********************(2.43)*
*
!!*is* the* reference* focusing*matrix* and*!(!) is* a* generic* weighting* function.* *Ward,*
Ding* and* Kennedy* [69]* extended* Lee’s*method* based* on* further* frequency* invariant*
techniques*discussed*by*Ward,*Kennedy*and*Williamson*[70].**Their*method*is*similar*to*
Lee’s*except*that*their*beamforming*matrix*is*composed*of*beam*shaping*Finite*Impulse*





arbitrary* arrays* [71].* * Ward* and* Abhayapala* once* again* updated* the* beam* space*
approach* to* include*operation* in* the*near* field* [72].* * Such*a*near* field* formulation* is*
clearly*not*applicable*to*most*airborne*applications*that*are*the*primary*concern*of*the*
present*research.*
In* [41],* Hong* and* Russer* combined* spatial* interpolation* in* a*manner* similar* to* the*
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technique* of* Krolik* and* Swingler* [67]* with* the* beam* space* processing*method.* * This*
technique*is*said*to* incorporate*Spatially* Interpolated*Wideband*Beamformers*(SIWB).**
In* order* to* account* for* a* wide* bandwidth,* the* authors* chose* to* utilize* anisotropic*
elements* with* element* spacing* larger* than* the* typical* half* wavelength* of* the*
frequencies*of*interest.**The*directionality*of*the*elements*helps*to*reduce*undesirable*
sidelobes*and*ambiguities.**The*authors*construct*beamformer*networks*of*such*SIWB’s*
and*process* the* beam* space*output*with* narrowband*MUSIC.* *With* respect* to* signal*
subspace*processing*in*frequency*invariant*beam*space,*the*method*is*similar*to*signal*
subspace* processing* in* true* time* delay* beamformer* bank* beam* space,* but* the*
beamforming* construct* is* very* different.* * Although* the*method* is* shown* to* result* in*





the* fractional* bandwidth* is* limited* as* well* with* the* modeled* signals* having*28.6%*
bandwidth,* while* this* dissertation* demonstrates* the* methods* with* signals* of*40%*






elimination* of* the* need* for* preliminary,* iterative* estimation* and* operation* within* a*
limited* field* of* view.* * They* differ* in* that* the* beamformers* are* implemented* as*
conventional*beamformers*with*phase*shifters*rather*than*exploiting*the*properties*of*a*
true*time*delay*beamformer*bank.*
Valee* and* Kabal* discussed* some* alternate* approaches* including* least* squares*
techniques,* [73]* and* [74].* * Their* formulation* is* once* again* an* extension* of* the* CSS*
technique,*but*relies*on*the*observation*that*if*the*product*of*the*transformation*matrix*
and* its* conjugate* transpose* is*uniform*over* the* frequency* range*of* interest,* then* the*
focusing* is* lossless.* * This* optimizes* performance,* but* increases* computational*
complexity*as*compared*to*many*of*the*other*methods.**Agrawal*and*Prasad*reviewed*
several*of*the*signal*subspace*based*techniques*and*harkened*also*to*least*squares*and*
maximum* likelihood* approaches* [75].* * They* show* that* an* advantage* in* processing*
complexity*can*be*obtained*by*considering*only*spatial*aspects*of*the*data*rather*than*
the* spatio<temporal* framework* of*most* formulations.* * They* also* show* that* although*


















previous* CSS* method.* * This* approach* breaks* the* signals* into* their* constituent*
components*in*space,*time*and*frequency,*and*then*uses*techniques*related*to*MUSIC*
to*perform*the*AOA*estimation.**Feng,*Zhao*and*Yin*built*on*this*approach*and*utilized*
chirplet<based* transforms* [77].* * The* chirplet* is* said* to* be* a* windowed* frequency*
modulated* pulse* whose* joint* time<frequency* energy* density* is* the* Wigner<Ville*
distribution.**Cong*and*Zhuang*considered*a*hybrid*Time*Direction*of*Arrival*(TDOA)*and*
AOA*approach* for* direct* sequence* spread* spectrum* type* signals* [78].* * The*method* is*
developed*in*the*context*of*very*inexpensive*cellular*device*receiver*location*and*thus*
utilizes* application* specific* approximations* and* assumptions* that* are* not* generally*




such* as* multiple* access* spread* spectrum* communications,* but* once* again* is*
computationally*expensive.*
Among*the*numerous*other*developments*in*wideband*AOA*estimation*is*the*method*




! = !"!! ** * * * * * * * * **********************(2.45)*
*
for* signal* bandwidth*!*and* center* frequency*!!*and* quite* interestingly* found* that* the*




Various*authors*have* investigated* the*extension*of* array*principles* to* vector* sensor*
arrays.**We*define*a*vector*sensor*to*be*one*that*has*the*form*
*
!! ! = [!! ! , !! ! ,… , !!(!)]** * * * * * **********************(2.46)*
*
where*each*!! ! *is*a*waveform*component*of*the*!<vector,*!! ! .**In*[81],*Hawkes*and*
Nehorai* discussed* fast* wideband* algorithms* for* vector* sensor* arrays* and* consider*
performance*limits*in*this*context.**They*developed*a*weighted*least*squares*approach*




construct* for* CSS* processing* by* extending* the* theory* to* the* vector* case* and* showing*





Yoon,* Kaplan* and* McClellan* developed* yet* another* extension* of* the* CSS* method*
called* the*Test*of*Orthogonality*of*Projected*Subspaces* (TOPS)*method.* * This*method*
extended*wideband*AOA*estimation*to*the*case*of*arbitrarily*shaped*arrays*and*is*said*













The* TOPS*method* incorporates* an* orthogonality* test* between* the* signal* and* noise*
subspaces* for* each* resulting* transformation.* * The* authors* suggested* that* if*
orthogonality* is*preserved,* then* the*AOA*should*be* considered*a* true*AOA* [83].* * In*a*
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related* topic,* several* researchers* have* studied* tracking* of* the* AOA* for* multiple*
wideband*moving*targets.**These*include*Yan*and*Fan*who*exploited*the*cyclostationary*
signal*property*for*a*least*squares*tracking*algorithm*as*well*as*a*Kalman*filter*[84]*and*






paper* also*provided*an*excellent* review*of*many*of* the*preceding*methods,* however*
these* are* typically* computationally* expensive* or* exhibit* other* limitations* [86].* * He*
showed* that* the* RSS* technique* results* in* a* family* of* solutions* rather* than* a* unique*
solution*for*the*case*where*the*number*of*antenna*elements*is*greater*than*the*number*
of*sources.**Sellone*pointed*out*that*for*the*case*of*! > !,*i.e.,*the*number*of*elements*
greater* than* the* number* of* sources,* the* RSS* solution* leads* to* a* class* of* lossless*
transformation*matrices*rather*than*a*single*unique*solution.**He*exploited*this*trait*to*
interject* additional* constraints* to* optimize* the* process* for* inaccuracies* in* frequency*
alignment* and* AOA* estimation* accuracy.* * He* calls* his* updated* process* the* Robust*
Coherent* Signal<Subspace*Method* (R<CSM).* * It* is* an* iterative* technique* similar* to*RSS*
except*that*it*imposes*additional*constraints*appropriate*for*each*processing*step.**For*
the*first*step*it*imposes*an*integral*over*the*array*field*of*view*to*increase*robustness*to*









!! = ! !! ,! !! !! ,! ! ! !" = !!!!!!!"#°!° *.* * * **********************(2.49)*
*
for* a* system* with* field* of* view* in* the* interval* 0°, 180° .* * Subsequent* processing*
iterations*of*R<CSM*utilize* the*knowledge*of*estimated*source*AOA* from*the*previous*
step*or* iteration*by* limiting* the* integral* to*selected* regions*of* the* field*of*view* in* the*
vicinity* of* these* AOA* estimates* as* in* the*!!,! *matrix* for* singular* value* decomposition*
associated*with*transformation*matrix*for*iteration*!,*
*
!!,! = ! !! ,! !! !! ,! ! ! !"!!!! ** * * * * **********************(2.50)*
*
where*the* integral* is*over*the* interval* !!,!! , 0° ≤ !! < !! ≤ 180°.* * It* is*clear* from*
the* description* of* these* transformations* that* the* integral* bounds* can* be* made*
successively* narrower* as* the* algorithm*progresses.* * Sellone*uses* the* term* robustness*
boundaries* for* the* integral* bounds.* * The* transformation* matrices* resulting* for* all*
algorithm* iterations* following* the* initial* processing* stage* are* described* in* two* steps.**
The* first* step*utilizes* the*vector*of*estimated*AOAs* from*the*previous* stage* to*obtain*
interim*transformation*matrices*and*the*second*step*yields*the*unique*focusing*matrix*
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using* the* previously* calculated* interim* matrices* and* the* integral* around* selected*
regions* in* the* vicinity* of* the* estimated* AOAs.* * The* integral* regions* are* somewhat*
arbitrary,* but* Sellone* suggests* exponentially* narrowing* them* around* the* estimated*









the* physical* array*made*up* of*many* individual* antenna* elements* (element* space),* or*
may* be* the* output* of* beamformers*whose* data* are*made* up* of* combinations* of* the*
element* data* (beam* space).* * Our* qualitative* view* may* be* thought* of* in* terms* of* a*
process*flow*of*space<frequency*domain*data*as*depicted*in*Fig.*10*through*Fig.*13.*
Methods*such*as*CSS*and*RSS*that*require*a*preliminary*estimate*in*order*to*construct*
the* transformation* matrices* are* depicted* in* Fig.* 10* that* shows* a* feed* forward*






signals* whose* signal* to* noise* ratios* are* lower* than* those* successfully* processed* by*
incoherent* methods* such* as* processing* sub<bands* separately* then* incoherently*
















as* R<CSM* and* BLT.* * The* elimination* of* the* preliminary* estimate* requirement* is* an*
advantage,*but*the*data*for*these*methods*are*still*in*element*space*implying*significant*
computational* expense* for* systems* that*need* large*numbers*of*elements*due* to*high*
gain*or*other*requirements.* *R<CSM*and*BLT*are*very*similar* in* terms*of*process* flow,*









Methods* such* as* BI<CSS* utilize* banks* of* beamformers* to* transform* the* data* from*
element* space* to* beam* space* outside* of* the* process* that* collapses* the* data* in* the*
frequency* domain.* * This* represents* an* improvement* in* signal* subspace* processing*
computational* expense,* but* adds* additional* steps* to* the* preprocessing.* * Some* such*









scale* of* processing* expense* by* utilizing* beamformers* constructed* from* frequency*
independent* time* shifts.* * The* beamformer* bank* in* this* case* accounts* for* frequency*
diversity*and*spatial*diversity*simultaneously.**A*beamforming*technique*such*as*digital*





We*make*a*distinction*between*processing* in* the*element* space*as*opposed* to* the*
beam*space.**Fig.*14*shows*some*block*diagrams*of*example*architectures*by*which*we*






Fig.* 14b)* is* a* typical*!<element* space* beamformer* that* includes*!*phase* shifts* or*
time* delays,*!*beamformer* weights* for* beam* shaping* such* as* sidelobe* suppression,*
and* a* summer* that* combines* the*!<element* data* streams* into* a* formed*beam.* * The*
distinction* between* element* space* processing* and* the* element* space* beamformer* is*
largely*a*question*of*terminology*as*observation*of*the*diagrams*makes*it*obvious*that*








Fig.* 14c)* shows* an* architecture* for* beam* space* signal* processing.* * Beam* space*
processing* implements*! *element* space* beamformers* that* produce*! *beam* data*
streams.* *The*beam*space*process*can*be*any*one*that*operates*on*the*beam*data*or*












Conventional*beamforming*using*phase*control* is* subject* to* frequency*dependence.**
A* number* of* efforts* have* demonstrated* wide* bandwidth* antenna* arrays* and*




Consider* a* comparison* of* phase* shift* control* beam* steering* to* TTD* control* beam*
steering* as* depicted* in* [27].* * Referring* to* Fig.* 15* the* physical* distance* the*wavefront*
travels*from*one*antenna*element*to*its*nearest*neighbor*is*
*
Δ! = !!cos(!)* * * * * * * * **********************(2.51)*
*
where*! *is* the* element<to<element* spacing* of* the* antenna* elements* and*! *is* the*
steering*direction*for* the*beamformer.* *The*phase*shift* required*to*correspond*to*the*
distance*∆!*for*a*waveform*of*wavelength*!*is*
*





! = cos!! !!! = cos
!! !"!
!!!** * * * * * **********************(2.53)*
*
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*,* * * * * **********************(2.55)*
*




Δ!! = !!"!!"#!!!! *,* * * * * * * * **********************(2.56)*
*
that* is* used* to* steer* the* array* such* that*Δ! − Δ!! = 0.* * The* array* factor* associated*
with*the*particular*time*delay,*
*







*.* * * * * **********************(2.58)*
*




and* for* steering* direction,*!! = 20° *[104].* * Fig.* 17* depicts* similar* plots* for* beams*



















shift* control* beamforming* [27],* a* set* of* phase* shifts* designed* for*sin!(!)*will* not* in*
general*present*the*correct*phases*for*similar*beam*pointing*direction.* *Array*antenna*










behavior* referred* to*as*beam*squint.* * Fig.*19*depicts*examples*of*beam*patterns* that*
display*beam*squint*for*a*simulated*8<element*array*described*in*[35].**For*this*example,*
the* authors* characterized* the* beam* squint* as,* “a*±4° *beam* squint* across* a*2!"#*
instantaneous* bandwidth.”* * Fig.* 16* and* Fig.* 19* are* explained* mathematically* by* the*


















As* a* numerical* example* of* a* typical* time* delay* for* implementation* of* a* TTD*
beamformer,*consider*a*planar*wavefront*impinging*on*a*ULA*such*as*that*shown*in*Fig.*
15.* * For*! = 2° *and* element* spacing* of*! = 0.15! ,* which* is* consistent* with* half<
wavelength*spacing*for*radiation*of*frequency*1!"#,*the*delay*line*unit*length,*∆!,*is*
*




Δ! = !!! =
!!












** * * * * * * **********************************(2.61)*
*
where*!!"*is* the*phase*of* the*signal*waveform*[104].* *Since*the* ideal*TTD*component*
exhibits*a*characteristic*delay*that*does*not*vary*across*the*frequency*range*of*interest*
it*thus*has*group*delay,*Τ!" = !!", a constant.**Unfortunately*realized*hardware*is*never*





Among* these* is* [107]* that* presented* results* of* digital* optical* formulations* that*
demonstrated*80%*bandwidth*using*fiber*optic*Bragg*gratings.**Chen*et*al.*developed*a*








Leading* up* to* Gabriel’s* advocacy* for* TTD* beamforming* systems,* in* [28]* he*was* an*
early*proponent*of*the*application*of*spectral*estimation*techniques*to*the*problem*of*
signal*processing*of*antenna*array*data*for*source*location.**He*examined*the*maximum*
likelihood* method* and* the* maximum* entropy* method* for* source* location* and*
demonstrated* improved* resolution* as* compared* to* previous* techniques* for* the*
narrowband*case.**In*[29]*he*focused*on*the*characteristics*of*such*antenna*arrays*and*
discussed* the* concept* of* partial* adaptivity.* * Partially* adaptive* arrays* may* be* more*
suitable*than*fully*adaptive*arrays*for*certain*applications.**In*particular*Gabriel*showed*
that*for*partially*adaptive*arrays,*the*application*of*high<resolution*spectral*estimation*





By* the* development* discussed* in* [30]* and* [31]* Gabriel’s* research* had* led* him* to*
consider* a* set* of* constraints* for* effective* location* of* wideband* sources.* * These*
constraints* included* a* large* aperture* for* high<resolution* performance,* a* scheme* that*
employed*few*degrees*of*freedom*for*efficient*processing*and*low*cost,*a*concession*to*
trade*off* instantaneous* field*of* view*based*on* spatial* sector* information,*and*ease*of*
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frequent* calibration.* * Gabriel* found* that* in* order* to* meet* these* constraints* it* was*
beneficial* to*utilize*TTD*beam*steering* to*achieve* the*desired*wideband*performance.**
The*TTD*system*was*constructed*to*utilize*spatial*linear*prediction*filters*with*reference*
beams.* * Gabriel* considered* this* construction* to* represent* an* alternative*
implementation* of* the* Wang* and* Kaveh* CSS* method* with* the* focusing* adjustments*
realized*by* the* time*delays.* * The*primary*differences*between*Gabriel’s*work*and* the*
novel*developments*described*in*this*dissertation*are*that*Gabriel*used*the*spatial*linear*
prediction* filters* rather* than* the* formulations* presented* herein,* although* at* a*




whereas* the* novel* methods* of* this* dissertation* are* performed* in* the* temporal* and*
spatial*domains.*
Gabriel’s*system,*depicted*in*Fig.*21,*was*formulated*to*address*several*simultaneous*











element* spacing* to* avoid* ambiguities* in* the* processing* result,* while* Gabriel* used* a*
supplementary*reference*beam.**Note*in*the*block*diagram*of*Gabriel’s*system*that*the*
reference* beam* elements* do* have*
!















which* is* also* termed* a* transversal* filter.* * Gabriel* stated* that* the* purpose* of* the*
transversal* filter* is* to*permit* “adaptivity* in* the* time/frequency*domain,* in*addition* to*
adaptivity*in*the*spatial*domain”*provided*by*the*spatial*beamforming*[31].* *Note*that*
Gabriel* considers* the* transversal* filter*parameters* such*as*number*of* filter* taps* to*be*
adjustable,* and* indeed* the* transversal* filter* may* be* bypassed* altogether* for* a* given*
example.**The*transversal*filter*outputs*and*the*reference*beam*signal*are*then*fed*into*
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the* estimation* algorithm* signal* processor* that* combines* the* weights* for* both* arrays*
according*to*
*
!! = !∗ − !!!!!!!! *,* * * * * * * **********************(2.62)*
*
using*Gabriel’s*notation,*where*!∗*is* the* set*of*beamformer*weights* for* the* reference*
beam,*the*!!’s*are*the*Butler*matrix*weights*and*!!*is*the*adaptive*weight*for*the*!th*
beam*of*!*total*number*of*beams.* *When*only*a*subset*of*!!*of* the*!*beams* is*used,*









need* for*a* large*aperture*size*while* trying* to*keep*the*cost* for* front<end*components*
low*led*him*to*choose*3!*as*the*spacing*for*the*sparse*array*portion*of*the*system.**The*
filled* reference* array* phase* center* is* displaced*7.5!*from* that* of* the* sparse* array.***
Gabriel*states*that*“this*displacement*is*essential*to*achieving*robust*spatial*estimation*
performance*in*our*Spatial*Linear*Prediction*Filter*(SLPF)*systems*because*it*produces*a*
sensitivity* to* source* location* in* a* beam* space* system* in* addition* to* the* amplitude*
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sensitivity* derived* from* beam* shapes.”* * On* the* other* hand,* the* TTD* beam* space*
formulation*developed*in*this*dissertation*is*demonstrated*to*operate*without*the*need*
for*a*supplemental*reference*array.*
One* of* the* interesting* statements* made* by* Gabriel* in* [31]* is* with* regard* to* the*
number*of*degrees*of* freedom* required* to*process*a* given* signal* set.* *Upon*using*all*
nine* beams* to* process* three* signals,* the* resulting* nine* Eigenvalues* are* observed* to*
contain*three*unique*values.**Gabriel*then*states*that*this*corresponds*to*“the*minimum*








The* source* location* system* can* be* quite* complex.* * System*designs* can* incorporate*
antenna* arrays* that* must* conform* to* vehicle* outer* surfaces* such* as* on* an* airborne*
platform* and* signal* processing* configurations* that* must* efficiently* process* large*
amounts* of* data* with* limited* resources.* * Reference* [110]* reported* results* of*
optimization*experiments* for*multiple*process,*multiple*Digital*Signal*Processing* (DSP)*
processor* configurations* using* a* genetic* algorithm* to* improve* efficiency* of* signal*
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subspace*processing*for*source*location*problems.**In*this*context*the*processes*can*be*
any* procedure* that* contributes* to* the* solution,* uses* processor* resources,* and*
communicates*with*one*or*more*other*processes.* *The*paper*examined*cases* such*as*
that* of* Fig.* 22* that* shows* a* data* flow* diagram* for* a* multiple* processor* DSP*





optimizing* this* configuration* is* the* time* for* a* given* set* of* data* to* be* processed* and*
produce* the* data* output* result.* * Even* for* a* small* number* of* processors* this* DSP*
configuration*can*be*difficult*to*optimize*by*hand.**The*paper*showed*that*the*genetic*
algorithm*was*capable*of*generating*a*process*configuration*that*utilized*the*available*






















time* applications.* * The* CSS* algorithm* was* modified* to* comport* with* the* parallel*
architecture* of* the* selected* hardware.  The* covariance*matrices* for* all* the* frequency*
components*were*estimated*and*combined*to*form*a*single*focused*covariance*matrix*
so* that* the* narrowband* MUSIC* algorithm* could* be* applied* to* the* resulting* focused*
covariance*matrix.**As*describe*previously*in*Section*2.2,*the*CSS*algorithm*is*based*on*
matrix* computations* and* orthogonal* transformations,* which* are* computationally*
intensive.* * The* Eigen* decomposition* problem* is* a* very* important* part* of* this* spatial*
spectrum* estimation* algorithm.* * Finding* the* Eigenvalues* and* Eigenvectors* of* the*
covariance*matrix* is* needed* to* construct* the* signal* and*noise* subspaces* that* the*CSS*
algorithm* will* use.* * The* particular* implementation* used* the* Householder* and* QR*
algorithms* to* compute* the*Eigenvalues*and*Eigenvectors*of* the* symmetric* covariance*
matrix*[112],*[113].**The*Householder*algorithm*is*used*to*reduce*the*bandwidth*of*the*
covariance* matrix* by* transforming* it* into* tridiagonal* form.* * The* Eigenvalues* and*









for* floating*point* applications* complex*domain* computations.* * The*ARM7TDMI* (ARM)*
embedded* microcontroller* core* is* also* incorporated* into* the* DSP* architecture.* * It* is*
equipped*with*several*peripherals*and*on<chip*memories.**The*main*components*of*the*
DSP*subsystem*are*the*core*processor,*the*on<chip*memories*and*the*interfaces*to*and*
from* the* ARM* subsystem.* * The* DSP* has* four* on<chip* memory* blocks:* the* program*
memory,*the*data*memory,*the*data*buffer,*and*the*dual*ported*memory*shared*with*
the*ARM*processor.* *An*external*memory* interface*multiplexes* the*data*accesses*and*
the*program*accesses*to*and*from*the*external*memory.* *The*program*memory*stores*
the*Very*Long*Instruction*Word*(VLIW)*program*to*be*executed.*
The*development* in* [111]*also* incorporated* the*Multicore*Application*Development*
Environment* (MADE)*which* is* an* Integrated*Development*Environment* (IDE)* that* can*
be*used*to*develop*D740*applications*[114].* * It* includes*the*C*compilers*for*both*ARM*
and*DSP*based*on*GNU*compiling* tools*known*as* the*GNU*Compiler*Collection* (GCC).**
The*C*compiler* includes*a* library*composed*of*over*220*functions*such*as*Fast*Fourier*
Transform*(FFT),*Infinite*Impulse*Response*(IIR)*and*Finite*Impulse*Response*(FIR)*filter*




longest* running* process* in* that* sequence* in* terms* of* number* of* clock* cycles.* * The*
purpose* of* the* simulations* was* to* detect* and* estimate* the* angles* of* arrival* of* two*
sources* located* at* 20° *and* 20° *using* 40 *iterations* for* the* QR* algorithm.* * The*
performance*analysis* showed* that* the*most* computationally* intensive* tasks*were* the*
QR*algorithm,*the*Householder*algorithm*and*the*power*spectrum*computation.**Table*








Cycles* Seconds* Cycles* Seconds*
Covariance*matrix* 140000 0.014 42000 0.00042 
Householder* 260000 0.026 30000 0.0003 
QR* 1000000000 10 21000000 0.0210
Power*Spectrum* 1400000 0.014 47000 0.00047 





in* signal*processing*application*has* involved*FPGA*development.* * In* [115]* the*authors*
considered*the*development*of*an*FPGA*based*signal*processor*targeted*specifically*for*






paper* reported* the* design* and* simulation* of* a*64<point* Fast* Fourier* Transform* (FFT)*










FFT* processors* were* developed,* one* with*8 <bit* samples,* and* another* with*10 <bit*
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samples* from* the* ADC.* * Both* the*8<bit* and*10<bit* FFT* processors* meet* the* timing*
constraints* and* yield* throughputs* of*8.01!"#/! *and*8.02!"#/! *respectively.* * The*
development*resulted* in*a*highly*parallel*and*pipelined*architecture*for*a*FPGA*based,*
high*speed,*FFT*processor*for*wideband*AOA*applications.*
The*design*of* the* antenna* array* for* airborne* radio* direction* finding* systems* is* also*
often*not*as*straightforward*as*it*may*at*first*appear.**Many*conflicting*constraints*can*
often* arise* in* such* designs.* * For* example* the* system* architect* may* desire* to*
simultaneously* widen* the* bandwidth,* reduce* the* radar* cross* section,* maintain* high<
resolution*performance*throughout*a*wide*field*of*view,*eliminate*ambiguities,*maintain*
a* design* whose* characteristics* can* be* readily* modeled* in* computer* simulations* and*
conform*to* the*shape*of* the*platform*airframe* for*aerodynamic*purposes.* *These*and*
other*constraints*interact*in*numerous*and*complex*ways,*making*it*virtually*impossible,*
or*at* least* impractical,* to*attempt* to*optimize* the*array*by*hand.* * Fortunately* system*
designers* can* often* use* experience* and* engineering* judgment* to* obtain* acceptable*
performance*and*many*tools*exist*to*automate*further*optimization*of*the*design*within*
the*bounds*of*practical*constraints.**Engineers*have*used*global*optimization*algorithms*




has* marketed* these* radio* direction<finding* arrays* for* airborne* applications* such* as*
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Electronic*Support*Measures*(ESM).**One*of*the*company’s*designs*is*depicted*in*Fig.*24.**
Note* the*multiple* sizes* of* array* elements* for*wide* bandwidth* application* and* lack* of*
circular*symmetry*in*the*photograph.**A*circularly*symmetric*array*could*tend*to*exhibit*
a*characteristic*uniformity*of*performance*in*azimuth,*but*may*also*possess*undesirable*
ambiguities.* * The* Randtron* documentation* states* that* the* array* design* for* airborne*
applications* is* designed* for* good* source* location* estimation* performance* while*
incorporating*multiple* simultaneous*constraints* such*as*operational*bandwidth,*phase*
tracking,* gain,* low* radar* cross* section* on* the* installed* platform,* and* aerodynamic*








The* design* of* such* antenna* arrays* can* be* quite* complex* involving* numerous*
engineering* trade<offs.* * It* is* typically* system* dependent* and* application* dependent.**
While*the*intricacies*of*the*array*design*are*not*the*focus*of*this*dissertation,*it*should*









25* using*!"#$ ! = !"#!(!)! *functions.* * The* two*main* lobes* are* said* to* be* just* resolved*
since* the* Rayleigh* condition* applies.* * As* a* rule* of* thumb,* the* Rayleigh* limit* is* also*
approximately* equal* to* the*3!" *beamwidth.* * Since* the* concept* of* resolution* is*
somewhat*of*a*subjective*one,*we*will*consider*the*beamwidth*[120]*of*
*
! = sin!! !! ** * * * * * * * **********************(2.63)*
*
to* be* the* resolution* limit* for* the* conventional* beamformer* process* where*!*is* the*
aperture*width.**Using*the*!<element*ULA*with*!*element<to<element*spacing,*we*have*
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the* boresight* condition*! = ! − 1 ! .* * Using* the* example* array* chosen* for* the*
simulation*results*in*Chapter*7,*!*is*0.3!,*the*center*band*wavelength,*!*is*0.125!,*the*

























Note* that* the*method* of* Lee,* certain* extensions* to* Lee’s*method,* and* the*work* of*
Gabriel*all* share* some*similarity*of* traits*with* signal* subspace*processing* in* the*beam*
space*of*a* true*time*delay*beamformer*bank*[30],* [31],* [41],* [68],* [69],* [70],* [71],*and*
[72].**These*methods*are*described,*compared*and*contrasted*to*the*present*method*in*
Sections*2.5.5,*2.5.9,*and*2.7.1.*





!! ! = ℱ !! !!,! = 1,… ,!, ! = 1,… ,!!!!! ,* * * * ***********(3.1)*
*
where*ℱ ∙ *is* a* general*operator*and*!!*is* a* general*weighting* factor.* * The*weighting*
factors* are* used* to* shape* the* beam* pattern.* * In* particular,* as* Dolph* recognized,*
Chebyshev*coefficients*can*be*used*as*weights*to*produce*uniformly*low*sidelobes*[121].**
Lee* mentioned* the* use* of* Chebyshev* beamformers* for* a* similar* application* [68].**
Frequency* independence* of* the* TTD* beamformer* control* mechanism* is* observed* by*
considering* the* effect* of* the* mechanism* across* the* frequency* range* of* interest.**
Consider*the*TTD*beamformer,*
*
!! ! = !! ! − !!:!,!(!!:!) !!, ! = 1,⋯ ,!!!!!                               (3.2)*
*
where* !!:!,! !!:! *is* the* general* TTD* for* the*! th* beamformer* steered* to* beam*









ℱ !! = !!(! − !!)*                                  (3.4)*
*
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is*only*a* function*of*a* time*delay,*we*consider* the* time*delay*property*of* the*Fourier*
transform*
*
! !(! ± !!) = !±!"!0! !(!) *.                                    (3.5)*
*
Observe* that* the* time* shift* operator* results* only* in* an* effect* on* the* phase* of* the*
frequency* spectrum* and* that* the*magnitude* of* the* spectrum* is* unmodified* from* the*
spectrum*of* the* function* that* is* not* shifted.* * As* stated*by*Poularikas* and* Seely,* “The*
effect* of* time* shifting* is…that*only* the*phase* spectrum* is*modified* [122].”* *Using* the*
True* Time* Delay* (TTD)* beamformer* construct,* this* invariance* results* in* beams* at*
different*frequencies*that*are*not*identical,*but*the*pointing*direction*is*preserved*for*all*
frequencies.* * This* alleviates* the* beam* squint* observed* in* conventional* phase* shift*












the*!th*beamformer,*! = 1,… ,!,*using*equations*(3.2)*and*(3.3)*for*the*ULA.*




!! ! = !! ! − !!:!,!(!!:!) + !! ! ,! = 1,⋯ ,!!!!!                          (3.6) 
*





show*all* time*delays* for* sake* of* clarity.* * The*!th* beamformer* TTD’s,*!!:!,!(!!:!),* are*
functions* of* the* known*beam*pointing* angles,*!!:!,* defined* above.* * The* signal*model*
time* delays* for* the*!th* source,*!!:!,!(!!:!),* are* functions* of* the* unknown* angles* of*
arrival,*!!:!,*expressed*by*similarity*to*equation*(2.57)*as,*
*




Others* have* previously* developed*wide* bandwidth* beam* space* formulations* in* the*
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frequency* domain.* * See,* for* example* [71],* which* developed* frequency* domain*
frequency* invariant* beamformers* by* judicious* design* of* the* beamformer* weights* at*





Agrawal* and* Prasad* investigated* AOA* estimation* in* the* time* domain* for* wideband*
sources* using* a* harmonic* source*model* [123].* * The* harmonic* source*model* utilizes* a*
summation*of*multiple*monochromatic*sources*to*represent*the*single*wideband*source.**
Although* their* approach* models* the* sources* as* wideband,* the* Iterative* Quadratic*
Maximum* Likelihood* (IQML)<based* [51]* estimation* technique* does* not* necessarily*
result*in*a*unique*AOA*solution*for*all*frequencies*of*interest.**To*alleviate*this*concern,*
they* developed* a* post* processing* technique* “whereby* the* separate* estimates* at*




(MEM)*of*Burg*[42].* * It* implements*estimates*of*the*frequency*wavenumber*spectrum*
along*with* averaging* of* the* covariance*matrix.* * Gernier* posits* that* such* a* frequency*
wavenumber*spectral*analysis* is*appropriate* for* finding*the*direction*of* the*wideband*
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sources*[124].**One*of*the*key*aspects*of*this*technique*is*to*model*the*mode*vectors*as*
a* linear* combination* of* parameterized* basis* functions.* * The* basis* functions* may* be*
chosen*so*as*to*obtain*a*set*of*parameters*that*are*independent*of*frequency.**The*time*
domain* representation* is* obtained* by* taking* the* Fourier* Transform* of* the* frequency*
domain*representation*with*the*frequency*independent*parameters*remaining*identical*
for* both* representations.* * Gernier’s* time* domain* representation* [124]* has* some*
relevance* to* the* TTD* beam* space* formulation* as* will* be* articulated* in* the* following*
paragraphs,*although*it*is*a*wideband*element*space*technique.*
The*present*method*is*motivated*by*the*desire*to*provide*a*spatial*separation*of*the*




was* further* reasoned* that* this* approach* would* permit* spatial* signal* subspace*
processing*to*be*performed*on*the*entire*wide*bandwidth*simultaneously.**The*desire*to*
process* signals* in*wideband* TTD* beam* space* implies* the* need* for* a*wideband* beam*
space* manifold.* * It* was* posited* that* if* multiple* monochromatic* sources* across* the*
bandwidth*of*interest*were*used*to*generate*a*set*of*beam*space*mode*vectors,*that*as*
an* approximation* these* mode* vectors* could* be* averaged* across* the* frequency*
bandwidth* since* the* TTD* beamformers* preserve* a* frequency* independent* spatial*





!! ! = !!,!!!2!!!!!!!! , ! = 1,… , !*,* * * * * ************************(3.8)*
*
for*spectral*coefficients,*!!,!,*! = 1,… , !, ! = 1,… , !.* *The*multiple*signal,*! > 1,*case* is*
extended* from*the*single*source,*! = 1,* case*presented* in* the*derivation*of* the*beam*
space*manifold*in*Appendix*B.*





! ≪ ! *which* can* be* treated* as* narrowband* for* all*
1 ≤ ! ≤ !.**The*signal*impinging*on*each*sensor*element*is*then*
*












= !!!!!! !!,!!!2!!!(!−!!:!,! !!:! −!!:!,! !!:! )!!!!!!!! + !! ! , ! = 1,… ,!*,* *********(3.10)*
*
where*!! ! , ! = 1,… ,! ,* is* the* accumulated* noise* at* each* beamformer* output*
assumed* to* conform* to* white* Gaussian* structure.* * For* each* sub<band* frequency,*
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!! , ! = 1,… , !,*the*sub<band*is*considered*narrowband*[62]*and*thus*we*may*apply*both*
equations* (2.56)* and* (2.57)* for* beamformer* phase* shift* and* time* delay.* * Recall* the*
beamformer* time* delays,* equation* (3.3), !!!:!,! !!:! = !!! !! cos !!:! ,* and* those*
associated* with* the* signal* planar* wavefronts* impinging* on* the* ULA,* equation* (3.7),*
!!!:!,! !!:! = !!! !! cos !!:!.**We*define*the*parameter,*
*
!!,! ! ≝ !!,!!!2!!!!,*** * * * * * * * ********(3.11)*
*
rearrange* the* order* of* summation,* and* substitute* the* time* delay* expressions* for*
!!:!,!(!!:!)*and*!!:!,!(!!:!)**to*obtain*
*
!! ! = !! !!,!(!)!−!2!!!
!
! !−1 !"# !!:! !−!2!!!
!












































! cos !!:!=1 !!−!2!!!
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! cos !!:! !!−!2!!!
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!! = !!2!!!! !!" !!×! ∘!!" !!!!!! + !! *,*** * * * *********(3.18)*
*




In*a*qualitative*sense,* the*operation*of*signal* subspace*processing* in*wideband*true*
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time*delay*beam*space*can*be*viewed*as*an*inversion*of*the*principle*implemented*by*
Wang*and*Kaveh* in*CSS*(as*well*as*Gabriel*and*many*others).* *CSS* integrates*the*data*
over*a*wide*bandwidth*using*transformation*matrices*in*the*frequency*domain*so*that*
the* integrated* data*may* be* processed* using* a* narrowband*manifold.* * The* TTD* beam*
space*method*maintains*the*wideband*nature*of*the*data*through*the*TTD*beamformer*
bank* in* the* time*domain* so* that* the*wideband*data*may*be*processed*using* a*multi<
frequency* integrated* manifold.* * A* key* benefit* of* this* approach* is* that* for* typical*
applications,*the*manifolds*are*pre<calculated*in*a*system*calibration*procedure*so*that*








the* linear*model* of* equation* (3.13)* as* a* linear* combination*of* the*beam* space*mode*
vectors* and* additive* noise.* * The* individual* !!,! , ! = 1,… , ! *signals* represent* the*







!! = !!!!!,                 (3.19) 
*
with* !! = !!|!!|⋯ |!! *the* matrix* formed* by* the* ! *vectors,* !! ∈ !×1, ! =
1,2,⋯ ,!! *being* the* uniformly* sampled* beamformer* output* vectors* obtained* by*
sampling*the*continuous*beamformer*output*signal,*!! ! ,*in*the*interval* 0, !!"# .*
*




!! = !!!!!!! + !!!!** * * * * * * * *********(3.20)*
*
with*!!!*representing*the*noise*power,*!!*is*the*beam*space*so<called,*“signal<in<space*
covariance* matrix* [92],”* * and*! *is* the* identity* matrix.* * Although* the* noise,* when*
observed* through* the* true* time* delay* beamformers,* may* not* be* truly* white,* the*!*
beamformers*are*shown*in*Appendix*C*to*possess*noise*samples*that*are*uncorrelated*
with*each*other.* *Thus*the*diagonal*noise*model* is* justified.* *Assuming*the*number*of*
sources,*!,* is* less* than* the* number* of* beamformers,*!,* we* utilize* the* conventional*
Eigenstructure<based*signal*subspace*construction*and*write*
*
!! = !!,!!!,!!!,!! + !!,!!!,!!!,!! ** * * * * * *********(3.21)*
*
where*!!,! *is* the* diagonal* of* the* beam* space* signal* Eigenvalues,*!"#$(!!,!"# =
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!!,!, !!,!,… , !!,!), and !!,!*is* the*diagonal*of* the*beam*space*noise*Eigenvalues,*!!!!, 
with !!! = !!,!!!σB2* =* λB,L+1 =0 λB,L+2 =…=0 λB,K = λB,min.  The* beam* space* signal*
subspace* is* represented* by* the* Eigenvectors* corresponding* to* the* beam* space* signal*
Eigenvalues,*
*





!!,! = !"#$ !!,! = !"#$(!!,!!!, !!,!!!,⋯ , !!,!)*.* * * * *********(3.23)*
*
With* analogy* to* the* narrow* band* signal* subspace* processing* paradigm* described* in*
Section* 2.2,* the* ! *largest* Eigenvalues* indicate* the* signals* while* the* associated*
Eigenvectors* serve* as* an* estimate* of* the* signal* subspace,*!!,! = !!,! !!,! … |!!,! .**
Similarly,* the* K-L* smallest* Eigenvalues* indicate* the* noise* while* the* associated*
Eigenvectors* serve* as* an* estimate* of* the* noise* subspace,*








span* of* the* associated* Eigenvectors* !!,! = !!,!!! !!,!!! … |!!,! ,* is* assumed*
orthogonal* to* the* TTD* beam* space* signal* subspace,* the* span* of* Eigenvectors*!!,! =




!!,!" = !!!!(!)!!,!!!,!! !!(!)               (3.25) 
*
where*!!,!*is*the*beam*space*noise*subspace*obtained*from*the*Eigenvalue<Eigenvector*
decomposition* of*!B,* and* the* vector*!!(!!, ! = !!"#)*is* as* described* in* Appendix* B,*
equation*(B.13)*to*preserve*causality*[127],*[128].*
With* the*previous* discussion* in* this* section* as* background,*we*now* summarize* the*
algorithm*used* to*obtain* the*wideband*beam*space*manifold* for* the*!<element*ULA.**
Note*that*the*manifold*functions*have*been*expressed*using*the*angles*of*arrival*of*the*
source*planar*wavefronts,*!!:! , ! = 1,… , !,*but*in*order*to*search*for*unknown*angles*of*
arrival*in*simulations,*we*use*!!*equally*spaced*angles*to*evaluate*the*functions.*
Step*1. Sample*!snapshots* of* beamspace* output*!! *of* size*!×!*across* the* array*
field*of*view*in*a*time*interval, 0, !!"# .***
Step*2. Calculate*the*TTD*beamspace*data*correlation*matrix*estimate,!! = !!!!!.*
Step*3. *Perform* the* eigenvector* decomposition* of*! ! *to* obtain* the* beamspace*
noise*subspace,!!,!!.*
Step*4. **For* each* of*!*narrowband* frequency* sub<bands* across* the* bandwidth* of*
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interest,*i.e.,*! = 1,2,… , !:*
a) Calculate*!!"*according* to* equation* (3.15),* a*!×!*matrix* of* phase* shifts* that*
corresponds*to*the*known*beamformer*time*delays*from*each*antenna*element*
to*individual*beamformer*outputs*in*the*TTD*bank.*
b) Calculate* the* element* manifold* vectors,*!!" ,*!according* to* equation* (B.4)* at*
angle*!*being*evaluated*for.*
Step*5. *Calculate,* !! !!, ! = !!!!!!! !!" !!×! ∘!!"!!!! ,* a* !×1! steering*
vector* at* each*!!,* over* the* potential* domain* of* AOA* solutions*!!:!!!,…,!! *.* Set,*
! = !!"# *to* preserve* causality.* This* implements* equation* (B.13)* and* is* the*
wideband*beamspace*manifold*for*unknown*source*angles*over*all*frequencies.*
Step*6. Use*the*beam*space*manifold*and*noise*subspace*to*calculate*the*TTD*beam*
space*MUSIC*spectrum,*!!,!" = !!!!(!)!!,!!!,!! !!(!).*










! ! = !!!Σ! !!!!−
1
!2!" !−!
!Σ0−1(!−!) ** * * * * * *********(3.26)*
*
for* arbitrary*!×!!*mean*matrix*!*and*diagonal*matrix* of* noise* Eigenvalues,*Σ!.* * The*
PDF*in*turn*leads*to*the*log*likelihood*function*
*
ln ! ! = −!! ln ! − !! ln !! − !! ln Σ! − !!! !" !− !
!Σ!!!(!− !)*.****









!! ! !" !− !




!_!! = !!! !" !− !
!Σ!!!(!− !)** * * * * * *********(3.29)*
*
Once*again*following*the*reasoning*of*Schmidt*in*[88]*we*observe*that*to*maximize*the*
log* likelihood* function,* we* must* minimize* !" !− ! !Σ!!!(!− !) *subject* to*
!"#$ ! = !.**We*obtain*for**
*




!_!! = !!!"! !!,!
!





!!,!"#$ = !!!!(!)!!!!!!(!)                (3.32) 
*
Note* that* the* results*of* equations* (3.25)* and* (3.32)*may*also*be*obtained*by*direct*
substitution of* !!,! *for* !! , !! *for* ! *and* !!(!)  for* !(!) *into* the* formulation*






We*apply* the*derivation* for* the*Cramer<Rao*Lower*Bound* (CRLB)*described*by* [44].**
Although*this*formulation*is*derived*in*the*frequency*domain,*it*will*serve*as*a*basis*for*
comparison* of* performance* of* identical* wide* bandwidth* signals* processed* by* both*
Wang* and* Kaveh’s* CSS* method* and* TTD* beam* space* methods.* * The* derivation* is*
repeated*here*for*convenience.*
Consider*a*set*of*random*variables,*!,*with*probability*density*!(!|!)*for*parameter*
! = (!!,… ,!!) for*!*wideband*sources*with*
*





!(!) !,! = −! !
!!"#! ! !
!!!!!!
, !, ! = 1,⋯ , !.                        (3.34)*
*
For* the* wideband* source* location* problem,* we* let* ! = !!(!!) ,* ! = 1,… , !  and*
! = 1,… , !.**Substituting*for*the*covariance*matrix*for*the*case*of*two*sources,*
 
log! ! !!,!! = ! − log det cov ! !! −
!
!!!








! ! !! = !! !!(!!)!!





!!! = −! !
!
!!!!
log! ! !!,!! ≈
!!
!!!!
log det cov ! !!!!!! + tr cov(! !! )
!!
!!!!
cov!!(! !! )!!!!   *********(3.37) 
 
  
!!" = !!" = −! !
!
!!!!!!
log! ! !!,!! ≈ !
!
!!!!!
log det cov ! !!!!!! +
tr cov(! !! ) !
!
!!!!!




!!! = −! !
!
!!!!
log! ! !!,!! ≈
!!
!!!!
log det cov ! !!!!!! + tr cov(! !! )
!!
!!!!












Also* neglect* the* initial* AOA* estimate* for* CSS* since* similar*methods* exist* that* do* not*
require* the* initial* estimate.* * For* CSS* the* data* are* divided* into*!!"" *segments,* sub<
banded*by*Fast*Fourier*Transform*(FFT)*processing,*and*formed*into*the*data*correlation*




!!"",! = ! !!""! !!!"" log
!
!!""
= !(!"#$%( !!!""))             (4.1) 
*
where*!(!)*indicates*a*magnitude*of*number*of*computations*on*the*order*of*!*,*!*is*
the* total* number* of* data* points* for* a* processing* interval* and*! *is* the* number* of*
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elements.* * The* number* of* frequencies* resulting* from* the* FFT’s* is*
!!""




!!"",! = ! !!""! + 1 !!""!
! !
!!""
= ! !!""! + 1 !
!! .             (4.2) 
*
Next*the*transformation*matrices*are*constructed*and*applied.**We*need*not*consider*
the* actual* construction* of* the* transformation* matrices* since* this* may* entail* mostly*
rearrangement*of*data*in*memory.**There*are*some*calculations*necessary*to*obtain*the*
transformations,* but* these* are* assumed* to* be* relatively* minor* compared* to* other*
components* of* the* overall* computation.* * For* some* of* the* methods* it* entails* only*
calculations* along* the* diagonal.* * In* addition,* the* transformation* matrices* are* the*
primary*difference*between*several*of*the*wideband*coherent*integration*methods,*so*
in* order* to* obtain* a* common* low* order* of*magnitude* estimate* for* these* the* cost* of*




!!"",! = ! !!""! + 1 !
!                             (4.3)*
*
Finally* we* must* account* for* the* calculation* of* the* estimate* using* the* coherently*
integrated* data* using* a* narrowband* technique* such* as* MUSIC.* * Assume* that* the*
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expense.* * The* computational* expense* for* TTD* signal* subspace* processing* is* thus*
assumed*to*be*on*the*order*of*the*sum*of*the*data*correlation*matrix*processing*for*!*
beams* of*!*length* data* and* the* generation* of* eigen<subspace* matrix* * for*!*beams*
which*is*
*
!!!" = !(!!! + !!).                (4.10) 
*
Fig.* 27* shows* the* calculated* computational* expense* for* data* sequence* lengths* of*














The* system* architect* must* consider* many* factors* when* developing* a* system* for*
estimation*of*emitter*characteristics.**The*TTD*beam*space*system*may*not*be*suitable*
for* all* applications,* but* would* fit* well* with* one* requiring* high<resolution* of* very*
wideband* emitters* in* a* constrained* field* of* view* such* as* a* standoff* Electronic*
Intelligence* (ELINT)* platform.* * In* order* to* constrain* the* bounds* of* the* discussion,*
consider* the* ELINT* application.* * An* airborne* ELINT* platform* engagement* geometry* is*
shown*in*Fig.*28.* * It*depicts*an*aircraft*viewed*from*above*that*serves*as*the*platform*
for* the* antenna* array* with* the* antenna* elements* represented* by* the* blue* triangles*
along*the*airframe.**The*beam*pattern*shown*is*an*aggregate*of*8*true*time*delay*beams*
formed*from*a*16<element*uniform*linear*array*that*will*be*modeled*in*detail*in*Chapter*
7.* * This* aggregate* beam* pattern* represents* the* field* of* view* of* the* direction* finding*
system.* * The* typical* application* will* be* for* the* ELINT* platform* to* fly* a* track*




must* be* stable* and* well* calibrated* to* produce* the* AOA* accuracy* to* support* precise*














for* a* particular* emitter* will* tend* to* intersect* near* the* emitter’s* geolocation.* * With*
accurate*LOB’s,*precise*state*vector*data*and*Digital*Terrain*Elevation*Data*(DTED),*an*






















It* is* evident* from* the* Guardrail* photograph*why* observers* sometimes* refer* to* the*
platform* as* an* antenna* farm.* * The* system* has* been* modified* numerous* times* over*
many*years.* * It*has* several*arrays*at*multiple* frequency*bands*and*varying*degrees*of*
performance,* but* is* a* solid* proven* system* due* to* the* engineering* execution* of* the*
system*integrators.*
Consider* a* true* time* delay* beamforming* array.* * The* time* delay*mechanism* can* be*
implemented* in* a* number* of* ways.* * Scientists* and* engineers* at* the* Naval* Research*
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Laboratory*(NRL)*have*investigated*photonic*true*time*delay*beamforming*architectures*
[134].* * The* photonic* technology* has* been* used* for* ultra<wide* bandwidths* and*
frequencies*extending*into*millimeter*wave,*30!"#*to*300!"#.*
Digitizing* the* down<converted* RF* signal* and* applying* appropriate* digital* delays* to*
each* channel* can* implement* digital* true* time*delay.* * Analog* RF* integrated* circuits* or*
mixed*signal*devices*are*another*approach*to*true*time*delay*beamforming.*
The*true*time*delay*mechanism*itself*may*approach*frequency*independence,*but*the*
overall* system* is* frequency* dependent* as* long* as* RF* energy* is* coupled* into* physical*
antenna* elements* that* are* frequency* dependent.* * The* characteristics* of* the* antenna*



































For* many* typical* airborne* applications* that* must* receive* signals* emitting* from* the*
ground,* antennas* are* mounted* on* the* bottom* of* an* aircraft.* * The* antennas* often*
receive*not*only*the*direct*signal*from*the*emitter,*but*also*correlated*signals*originating*
from* the* ground* emitter* then* reflected* off* other* portions* of* the* airframe.* * This*
condition*is*called*multipath.* *Schmidt*treated*the*reflected*multipath*signal*condition*
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location* results*may* be* used* to* provide* cues* to* point* other* sensors* such* as* imaging*
optical,*infrared*or*synthetic*aperture*radar.**For*systems*that*incorporate*beamforming*
to* extract* meaningful* data* from* a* dense* co<channel* interference* environment,* the*
source* location* information*may* integrated* into* the*beamforming*solution*to*position*
the* beams* and* nulls* of* the* array* pattern.* * In* such* cases,* the* array* used* for* source*
location* may* also* support* other* system* functions.* * In* addition* the* sensors* on* an*
airborne*platform*must*often*conform*to*the*shape*of*the*aircraft*body*and*incorporate*
aerodynamic*constraints.**The*implication*is*that*a*very*complex*set*of*constraints*affect*
the* design* of* the* system.* * System* architects*must* integrate* the* system*within* these*
many* constraints* while* ensuring* good* performance* across* a* wide* range* of* sensing*
capabilities.*
Platform* constraints* often* play* a* significant* role* in* system* design.* * During* the* last*
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decade*and*a*half,*AFRL*developed*a*concept* to*build*an*airborne*vehicle*around* the*
desired* sensor* capability* rather* than* the* typical* design* process* that* begins* with* a*
platform*and*fits*the*sensor*system*into*it.**Known*as*Sensorcraft,*this*concept,*depicted*
in*Fig.*33,*was*conceived,*as*a*guiding*concept*not*intended*to*necessarily*result*in*a*full*





“Designers) tapped) the) expertise) of) the) AFRL) Sensors) Directorate) to) visualize) the) ideal)
airborne) sensor) platform.) The) concept) configuration,) resembling) two) boomerangs) in) a) VC
shaped) jointCwing) construction,) is)adapted) to) suit) the)best) sensor) configuration) for)airCtoCair)




Perdzock) allows) that) the) sensorcraft) could) be) quite) large)with) a) singular)wingspan) of)more)
than)100)feet.)Its)speed)would)be)in)the)300C)to)400Cknot)range.)
A) large) portion) of) the) craft’s) sensor) suite) would) be) dedicated) to) radio) frequency) (RF))
functionality.) However,) it) also)would) incorporate) electroCoptic,) infrared,) longCrange) imaging)
and)longCrange)RF)sensors.)The)sensorcraft)would)have)the)capability)to)distribute)data)directly)
to)operations)centers)and)even)aircraft)in)theater)of)operations,)if)required.)
One) main) difference) between) the) sensorcraft) and) existing) longCendurance) UAVs) such) as)
Global) Hawk)would) be) its) greater) variety) of) apertures.) The) sensorcraft) could) accommodate)













a*curved*surface*simply*by*virtue*of* the*shape*of* the*airframe.* *Additional*constraints*
could*be*imposed*by*platforms*designed*with*Low*Observable*(LO)*characteristics*such*






the* problem* at* hand.* * COTS* hardware* and* development* tools* have* increased*
dramatically* in*capability*and*power*while*costs* for*such*hardware*tends*to*reduce*as*
the*quantity*of*fielded*systems*grows.**System*architects*often*find*that*the*most*cost*
effective* approach* for* a* signal* processing* system* is* to* incorporate* COTS* solutions*
whenever*possible*even*though*they*may*be*suboptimal.*
The*system*designer*may*consider*optimality*in*numerous*ways*In*terms*of*the*signal*
processing* algorithms.* * The* maximum* likelihood* estimator* is* typically* based* on* the*
assumed* model* of* signal* embedded* in* white* Gaussian* noise* along* with* other*











The* literature* contains* a* large* body* of* research* on* optimization* algorithms* that* use*
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various* criteria* to* perform* searches* of* defined* problem* spaces.* * Consider* a* set* of*
processes* that*must* be* constrained* to* operate* on* a* fixed* signal* processing* hardware*
system* or* an* antenna* array* with* complex* element* patterns,* complex* element*
interactions* and* non<planar* array* geometry.* * A* general* means* of* attempting* to*
determine* an* optimal* configuration* for* an* array* or* a* set* of* processes* is* to* define* a*
fitness*function*that*deterministically*measures*performance*and*can*be*used*to*rapidly*
compare* the*performance*of*many*different* configurations.* *An*automated*algorithm*
performs* a* search* through* many* configurations* with* the* intent* of* finding* the*
configuration* that* results* in* the*best* fitness* function*value.* * Some*popular*algorithms*
that*perform*a*search*of*a*global*cost*function*are*pattern*search,*simulated*annealing*
and*the*genetic*algorithm.**Use*of*each*of*these*three*algorithms*as*implemented*in*the*
Matlab* Global* Optimization* Toolbox* to* configure* an* antenna* array* for* a* specific*
modeled*DF*problem*is*demonstrated*in*section*7.6.**Other*similar*algorithms*as*well*as*











problem* of* optimization* of* an* antenna* array* beamformer* bank* for* TTD* beam* space*
processing,* we* let* the* cost* function* be* the* sum* of* the*MSE* of* the* TTD*MUSIC* peak*
detections*for*two*closely*spaced*sources*at*various*regions*of*the*field*of*view.**The*8<
beamformer*bank*was*constrained*such*that*all*8*beamformers*had*pointing*directions*








The* pattern* search* forms* a* geometrical* mesh* around* the* starting* point,* evaluates*
points*on*the*mesh,*and*reduces*the*mesh*spacing*as*the*algorithm*progresses*[129].**It*
performs* iterations*with*dynamically*changing*numbers*of* fitness* function*evaluations*
per*iteration.**It*is*useful*for*situations*where*the*derivatives*of*g*and*c*are*unavailable*
or* unreliable* and* is* based*on*a* variation*of* the* augmented* Lagrangian*method.* *One*
advantage*of*the*pattern*search*is*that*it*requires*no*derivatives*of*the*fitness*function.**





Simulated* annealing* optimization* models* the* physical* annealing* process* by*
repeatedly* injecting* energy* into* the* system* (heating)* and* allowing* the* energy* to*
dissipate* (cooling).* *We*consider* the*particular* variant*of* simulated*annealing*used* in*
the*Matlab*Global*Optimization*Toolbox*known*as*Adaptive*Simulated*Annealing*(ASA)*
[130].* *As* the*energy* in* the* system*dissipates,* the* system*tends* to* settle* into*various*
states* of* optimality.* * In* the* simulated* annealing* context,* the* energy* in* the* system* is*
represented*by* the*magnitude*of* the*cost* function.*The* temperature*of*each*variable*
characterizes* its* state*at*any*given*point* in* the*process.* *The*ASA*generating* function*
takes*the*form*
*
! ! = !! !! !!! !"!(!! !!!)
!
!!! ** * * * * * * ***********(6.2)*
*
for*! <dimensional* random* variable*!! *and* temperature*! .* * For* the* example* results*
presented* in* Section* 7.6,*!*represents* the* beamformer* pointing* direction* vector.* * To*
demonstrate*the*application*to*array*optimization*for*TTD*beam*space*processing,*the*












*.* * * * * * * ***********(6.3)*
*
The*process*that*adjusts*the*temperature*to*inject*energy*into*or*remove*energy*from*
the* system* is* called* the* annealing* schedule.* * A* common* annealing* schedule* is* an*
exponential*schedule.**The*annealing*schedule*used*by*Ingber*in*[130]*is*an*exponential*
schedule*that*is*shown*under*certain*conditions*to*lead*statistically*to*a*global*minimum.**




Genetic* algorithm* optimization* models* the* biological* process* of* combinatorial*
genetics* by* repeatedly* generating* populations* of* individuals* [131].* * Each* individual*
corresponds* to* a* single* fitness* function* evaluation.* * Each* iteration* is* termed* a*
generation* in* the*genetic*algorithm*context.* *Traits*of*well*performing* individuals* in*a*
given* generation* are* combined* to* produce* new* individuals* for* the* subsequent*
generation.* * Periodically,* mutations* are* injected* into* the* generation* by* utilizing*
randomness*in*the*production*of*new*individual*traits.**This*has*the*potential*to*permit*
the*optimization*process*to*escape*local*minima.*




each* individual* in* the* population* with* the* potential* pool* of* individuals* being*
conceptualized* by* an*!!"<dimensinal* hypercube,*ℋ.* * In* genetic* algorithm* jargon,* the*
individual* binary* string*may*be* referred* to* as* a* genotype*or* a* chromosome.* * For* the*
purposes* of* demonstrating* array* optimization* for* TTD* beam* space* processing,* the*







ℳ ℋ, !! =ℳ(ℋ, !) !(ℋ,!)!!"# ** * * * * * * ***********(6.4)*
*
where* t+* is* the* time* at* the* intermediate* generational* stage,*!(ℋ, !)*is* the* fitness*
function*for*the*individual,*ℋ** is*the*beamformer*pointing*direction*vector,*and*!!"#*is*
the*average*of*all* individual* fitness* functions* for* the*generation.* * The* selection*phase*
vets* individuals* in* terms*of* their*performance*to*ensure*that* traits*of*high*performers*
are*preserved*and*selects*pairs*of*individuals*to*combine*for*the*subsequent*generation.**









cube*are* labeled* similarly* to* the*3<dimensional* cube*with*an*additional*0*in* the* string*
while*the*corners*of*the*inner*cube*are*labeled*similarly*to*the*3<dimensional*cube*with*
an*additional*1*in* the*string.* *Note* that* for* sake*of* clarity,*not*all* corners*are* labeled.**









Following* the* crossover* process* a* mutation* stage* may* be* implemented* within* the*








be*gained*by* reducing* the*dimensionality*of* signal* subspace*processing* from*element*
space* to* beam* space.* * In* order* to* readily* compare* methods,* consider* a*16<element*
Uniform*Linear*Array*(ULA)*similar*to*that*assumed*by*Wang*and*Kaveh*[44],*[62].**Many*
other* researchers* have* used* similar*16<element* ULA’s* to* facilitate* the* comparison* of*
methods* from*simulation* results.* Since*we*desire* to* reduce* the*dimensionality,* let*us*
first* consider* a*4<beamformer* bank.* * With* this* array* we* can* compare* processing*
methods*with*CSS*using*the*same*algorithmic*parameters*that*Wang*and*Kaveh*used.*
We* define* a* muliple* beamformer* bank* as* a* number* of* fixed* beamformers* with*
common*elements,* each* steered* to* a* different* direction.* *We* typically* use* a* uniform*
spacing*between*adjacent*beam*pointing*directions.  Fig.*35*depicts*an*example*plot*of*
the* beam*patterns* for* an*4<beam*bank* TTD*beamformer* using* a*16<element*Uniform*
Linear* Array* (ULA)* of* spacing*! = !!*for*! = 1200!"#*whose* weights* are* Chebyshev*
coefficients* chosen* so* that* the* uniform* sidelobes* are*40!"*below* the* main* beams.**
Other* weighting* schemes* could* be* chosen,* but* Chebyshev* coefficients* offer* the*
advantage*of*designed*uniformity*of*the*sidelobes*and*are*sufficient*for*demonstration*
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of* the* techniques.* * The* beamformer* bank* is* steered* to* the* vector*
67.5°!82.5°!97.5°!112.5° .**The*upper*frequency*of*the*desired*bandwidth*of*800!"#*
to*1200!"#*was*chosen*to*define*the*element*spacing*for*40%*bandwidth.* *The*field*
of* view* for* this* bank* would* be* approximately*60° *in* the* interval* 60°, 120° *with*
boresight*at*90°*perpendicular*to*the* linear*array.* *Since*the*time*delays*used*to*form*
the*TTD*beams*are*independent*of*frequency,*the*beam*space*resulting*from*a*bank*of*








for* the*4<beamformer* bank* just* described* in* both* rectangular* and* polar* coordinates.**












bank* is* also* oriented* such* that*90°*is* the* boresight* perpendicular* to* the* array.* * The*
beams* are* steered* to* the* vector* 55°!65°!75°!85°!95°!105°!115°!125° .* * This*
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beamformer*bank*possesses*a*larger*field*of*view*than*the*previous*4<beamformer*bank*
of*approximately*80°*in*the*interval* 50°, 130° .**Fig.*37*depicts*the*8<beam*bank*using*
the*same*type*of*Chebyshev*TTD*beamformer*as*described*for* the*4<beam*bank.* *The*





Indeed* as* observed* in* Fig.* 38* the* plot,* shown* in* both* rectangular* and* polar*
coordinates,*of* the*sum*of* the*signal* received* from*all*beams*across* the* field*of*view*




received* power* that* is*within*±1!"*over*88%*of* the* field* of* view.* * Although* a* given*
beamformer*bank*configuration*would*typically*be*system*and*application*dependent,*
this*8 <beamformer* bank* appears* to* have* adequate* uniformity,* field* of* view,* and*
dimensionality*reduction*to*serve*as*a*representative*selection*for*a*comparative*study.**










wide* frequency* range* is* observed* in* Fig.* 39* that* shows* the*16<element* Chebyshev*
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For* all* simulations,* unless* otherwise* stated,* the* RF* sensor* elements*make* up* a*16<
element* uniform* linear* array.* * The* sources* are* wideband* frequency* modulated*
waveforms*of*400!"#*bandwidth*centered*at*1!"#.**Fig.*40*shows*an*example*of*the*
signals*at*all*16*elements* for*the*2*signal*case*described* in*Section*7.1*of* this*chapter.**
The* signals*at*each*element* result* from* the* superposition*of* the* signals*arriving* from*





any* requirement* for* the* data* collection*window* to* precisely* begin* and* end* near* any*
particular*data*point.* * In*addition,*when* independent*signals*are*generated,*the*signal*
generation*code* implements*a* random*offset* in* the* source* start* times* to*ensure* that*
the* independent* pulses* are* not* time* coincident.* * In* Fig.* 40,* slight* differences* can* be*








Now* consider* several* methods* for* estimation* of* the* AOA* of* incident* wavefronts.**
Throughout*this*investigation*we*refer*to*the*plot*of*the*AOA*estimate*versus*angle*as*a*





bandwidth* correlation* DF* for*5 *independent* runs* of* a* single*40% *bandwidth* chirp*
signal*at*25!"*Signal*to*Noise*Ratio*(SNR)*impinging*on*the*array*from*an*angle*of*78°.**
All* the*40%*bandwidth* chirp* signals* used* for* demonstration*of* results* in* this* chapter*








band* data.* * Fig.* 42* depicts* the* narrow* bandwidth* MUSIC* spatial* spectrum* for*5*
independent* runs* at* the* same* SNR.* * Note* that* for* all* the* MUSIC* processes* in* this*
investigation,* the* number* of* signals* was* assumed* known* to* be* the* true* number* of*
incident*wavefronts* since* algorithms* for* estimation* of* the* number* of* signals* is* not* a*
focus*of* this* investigation.* * The*narrow*bandwidth*MUSIC* result* is* for* the* same*40%*
bandwidth*chirp*signal*as*that*of*the*correlation*DF*result.**It*is*at*an*SNR*of*25!"*and*
impinges*on*the*array*from*a*true*angle*of*78°.**Note*the*much*more*narrow*peak*and*





The* wide* bandwidth* data* were* coherently* integrated* using* the* transformation*
matrices*of*equation*(2.25)*as*described*by*Wang*and*Kaveh*[44].* *Following*the*wide*
bandwidth*coherent*integration,*the*data*were*processed*using*the*CSS*method*spatial*
spectrum* of* equation* (2.31)* as* if* they* were* narrow* bandwidth* data.* * We* used*
parameters*similar*to*[44]*of*data*segment*lengths*of*! = 64*with*64*samples*each*at*a*




is* just* a* preliminary* demonstration* that* the* method* works* and* does* not* involve*
resolution* of*multiple* sources.* *Wang* and* Kaveh* utilized* noise* like* signals* at* a* lower*
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frequency,* but* still* at* a*40%*bandwidth,* so* comparable* results* are* obtained.* * This*
investigation* used* wideband* chirp* signals* both* since* one* of* the* main* potential*
application*areas*is*ELINT*and*due*to*the*relative*ease*with*which*these*can*be*shifted*



















Fig.* 46* shows* the* spatial* spectra* for* these* methods* plotted* together* for* the*! =
400!"#*bandwidth*waveform*centered*at*1!"#*impinging*on*the*array*at*an*angle*of*
arrival* of* 78° *at* an* SNR* of* 25!" .* * The* initial* estimate* used* to* generate* the*













25!"*SNR.* * The* initial* estimate*used* to* calculate* the* transformation*matrices* for*CSS*
was*75°.**All*other*signal*and*processing*parameters*were*the*same*as*those*described*
for* the* single* signal* case.* * Fig.* 47* shows* the* spatial* spectrum* for* narrow* bandwidth*
correlation*DF*for*these*signals.* *Once*again*the*vertical*dashed*lines*indicate*the*true*
AOA’s*for*the*incident*wavefronts.**Note*the*failure*of*correlation*DF*to*resolve*the*two*








in* the* two<signal* case.* * The* signals* are* clearly* now* resolved.*  Fig.* 49* shows* the* two<























to* that* of* wideband* coherent* integration.* The* spatial* spectrum* for* TTD* beam* space*























convex* quadratic* chirp* at*105°,* all* at*25!"*SNR.* * The* three* signal* case* is* significant*
because* the* transformation*matrices* for*CSS*processing*are* formed*based*on*a* single*
focal* direction,* the* initial* estimate,* unless* multiple* iterations* of* the* algorithm* are*
performed.**The*initial*estimate*for*CSS*in*this*case*is*assumed*to*be*given*as*75°.**Fig.*






Fig.*54* shows* the* same* three* signals*processed*by*narrow*bandwidth*MUSIC* in* the*
center* sub<band.* * For* the*25!" *SNR* cases,* narrow* bandwidth* MUSIC* has* varied*
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highlight* the*multiple* independent* runs.* * Since* the*3rd* incident*waveform,* the* convex*
quadratic* chirp,* is* displaced* from* the* initial* estimate* of*75°,* CSS* is* defocused* in* the*
direction*of*the*3rd*wavefront.**Even*though*CSS*exhibits*a*peak*near*the*location*of*the*
displaced*3rd* signal,* the* peak* represents* a* significant* estimation* error.* * An* additional*
iteration*of*the*algorithm*using*an*estimate*near*the*105°*peak*to*generate*additional*
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transformation* matrices* could* potentially* extract* the* correct* spatial* spectral*
information.**Obviously*to*use*CSS*in*a*practical*application*it*appears*that*for*any*given*
transformation* instance,* the* spatial* spectral* data* outside* some* angular* interval*
centered* on* the* initial* estimate*must* be* discarded*which* lends* credence* to* Sellone’s*

















Fig.* 57* shows* the* spatial* spectra* for*3*signals* for* all* methods* plotted* together.* * It*
clearly* shows* that* for* this* example* of* the*25!" *SNR* level* of* the* three* sources*
considered,*narrow*bandwidth*MUSIC*still*resolved*the*sources,*but*CSS*is*not*capable*
of* correct* detection* of* all* three* sources* in* a* single* algorithmic* pass.* * The* TTD* beam*







Fig.* 58* depicts* the* same* configuration* of* three* incident*wavefronts* but* for* an* SNR*
level* lowered*to*15!".* *Note*that*once*again,*TTD*beam*space*MUSIC*yields*accurate*
peak* detections* for* the* incident* wavefronts.* * The* narrow* bandwidth* MUSIC* spatial*
spectrum*now*exhibits*a*peak*in*the*direction*of*the*two*closely*spaced*sources,*but*it*
does*not*resolve*the*sources.* * It*also*now*exhibits*a*somewhat*greater*error*near* the*
direction* of* the* displaced* wavefront.* * The* initial* estimate* for* calculation* of* the*
transformation*matrices*for*CSS*is*still*75°.**The*CSS*MUSIC*spatial*spectrum*is*similar*to*














Sellone’s* R<CSM* technique* implements* robustness* boundaries* around* which* the*
degrees*of*freedom*are*said*to*be*concentrated*around*the*source*angles.**This*in*turn*




The*R<CSM*method*was*used* to*generate*spatial* spectra*with* the*same*data*as* the*
simulation* of* the* TTD* beam* space*MUSIC*method.* * The* example* case* examined*was*
that*of* the*3*source*signals*described* in*Section*7.2.* *The*SNR* is*25!"*and*the*R<CSM*
algorithm*was*permitted*to*operate*over*four*iterations.**Parameters*peculiar*to*the*R<
CSM*method*were* taken* from* Sellone’s* paper* [86].* * Fig.* 59* shows* the* R<CSM* spatial*
spectrum* after* the*1st* iteration.* * The* plots* have* a* linear* scale* with* full* semicircular*
azimuth*with*boresight*at*0°*as* in* [86].* *Red*vertical* lines* indicate* the* true*AOA’s*and*
yellow*vertical*lines*indicate*the*peaks*detected*in*the*spectrum.**After*the*1st*iteration,*
the*R<CSM*spectrum*exhibits*a* single*prominent*peak*close* to* the* two*closely* spaced*
sources.*
Fig.*60*shows*the*R<CSM*spectrum*after*the*2nd*iteration.**Two*distinct*peaks*are*now*
visible* in* the* general* direction* of* the* two* closely* spaced* sources* as* the* robustness*
boundaries* begin* to* converge* around* the* source* directions.* * After* the*3rd* iteration*
shown* in* Fig.* 61,* three* peaks* are* evident* as* the* robustness* boundaries* continue* to*
















same* three* sources* as* discussed* in* Section*7.2.* * The*R<CSM* spectrum* is* the* same*4th*
iteration*result*as*that*plotted*in*Fig.*62.**By*inspection*it*is*evident*that*the*accuracy*of*
the* R<CSM* result* suffers* which* underscores* the* challenging* nature* of* this* signal* set.**
One*advantage*of*the*R<CSM*method*is*that*it*does*not*limit*the*field*of*view*whereas*









resulting*3×3 *data* correlation* estimate,*!! ,* for* estimation* of* two* closely* spaced*
sources.* *We*first*select* the*beamformer*bank*direction*vector*as*[81.1°!90°!98.9°]*so*
that*the*aggregate*pattern*exhibits*a*relatively*flat*response*across*the*field*of*view.**Fig.*
































beam* space*was* used* in* the* TTD* beam* space* examples*while*16<element* space*was*
























well* even* at* the*10!"*SNR* level.* * CSS* as* demonstrated* in* this* example* is* still* quite*
computationally* expensive* since* it* is* performed* in*16<element* space,* must* integrate*
over*all*frequency*sub<bands*of*interest*for*each*processing*instance,*and*has*accuracy*
that*depends*on*the*proximity*of*the*sources*to*the*focusing*initial*angle*estimate.**The*














to* that* of*3<beam* TTD* MVDR* having* still* successfully* resolved* the* two* sources* as*
indicated*by*Fig.*74.* *The*TTD*beam*space*MUSIC*method* is*thus*observed*to*provide*
good* resolution* performance,* low* computational* expense* and* does* not* require*










using* the*difference,*∆! = 0.001°,* instead*of* the*differential.* * Fig.*75* shows* the*CRLB*
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plotted*as*a*function*of*SNR*for*the*two*signal*case*along*with*the*standard*deviation*
calculated* for* narrow* bandwidth* correlation* DF,* narrow* bandwidth* MUSIC,* wide*
bandwidth*CSS*MUSIC,*and*TTD*beam*space*MUSIC.**The*narrow*band*methods*and*CSS*







The* incident*waveforms* in* this* example* are* an*up<chirp* at*86°*and*a*down<chirp* at*
94°.**The*initial*estimate*for*CSS*is*given*as*90°.**A*Monte<Carlo*simulation*of*1000*runs*
at* each* SNR* level* was* performed* and* the* error* in* the* peak* detections* of* the*1st0
waveform* for* each*method*were* averaged* to*obtain* the* results.* * The*plot* shows* the*
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standard*deviation*in*peak*detection*error*over*1000*runs*across*a*range*of*SNR’s*for*4*





















We*wish* to*optimize* the*TTD*beamformer*bank* for*performance*of* the* system.* * In*
order*to*perform*such*optimizations,*a*common*fitness*function*and*set*of*constraints*
was* constructed.* * The* fitness* function* evaluated* detection* of* two* closely* spaced*
sources* at*multiple* positions* across* the* field* of* view*by* calculating* the*Mean* Square*
Error* (MSE)*of* the* signal*detections.* * For* the*examples* shown,* three* sets*of* separate*




function* call.* * Six*points* is* adequate* since* in*order* to*demonstrate* the* concept* these*
experiments* evaluated* the* system* in* a* simulated* noiseless* environment.* * The*
beamformer* bank* was* constrained* to*8*beams* with* each* beam* constrained* to* point*
within*the*system*field*of*view.**For*each*optimization*experiment,*the*starting*point*of*
the*beamformer*bank*was*that*described*in*the*examples* in*the*previous*sections.* * In*
other* words,* the* starting* point* corresponds* to* an* arbitrarily* constructed* uniformly*
spaced*beam*bank* that* covers* the*desired* system* field* of* view.* * The* fitness* function*
value*for*the*starting*point*is*!"#! = !2.975°".**The*Matlab*global*optimization*toolbox*
graphical* user* interface* (type*!"#$%#!!&*on* the*!"#$"%*command* line)* was* used* to*
perform*pattern* search* [129],* simulated* annealing* [130],* and* genetic* algorithm* [131]*
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optimizations.*
The*!"#$%#!!&*result* for* the* pattern* search* optimization* displays* the* best* fitness*
function*value*for*each*iteration*along*with*the*number*of*function*evaluations*for*each*
iteration*and*is*shown*in*Fig.*78.**The*optimization*terminated*due*to*the*arbitrarily*set*
maximum* number* of* fitness* evaluations* of*2500*being* reached* with* a* final* fitness*
function*value*of*!"#! = !0.028°"*and*corresponding*beamformer*bank*steering*vector*
[53.1°!58.9°!73.1°!79.0°!94.9°!100.5°!107.0°!125.0°] .* * Note* that* for* concept*
demonstration*purposes,*the*three*sets*of*signals*used*in*the*fitness*function*evaluate*
only*a*very* limited*portion*of* the* field*of*view.* *The*performance*may*suffer* in*other*
regions* of* the* field* of* view.* * These* optimization* experiments* do* not* represent* a*









simulated*annealing*optimization*at*any*given*point* in* the*process* is* characterized*by*
the* temperature* of* each* variable,* in* this* case* each* of* the* eight* beamformers* in* the*
system.* * The*!"#$%#!!&*result* for* the* simulated* annealing* optimization* displays* the*
fitness* function* value* for* each* iteration* along* with* the* final* resulting* temperature*
vector*and*is*shown*in*Fig.*79.**Again,*the*optimization*terminated*due*to*the*maximum*
number*of*fitness*evaluations*of*2500*being*reached*with*a*final*fitness*function*value*









for* the*genetic*algorithm*optimization*displays* the*best* fitness* function*value*and*the*
mean* fitness* function* value* for* each* generation* along* with* the* final* resulting* best*
individual* beamformer* bank* vector* and* is* shown* in* Fig.* 80.* * The* genetic* algorithm*
optimization*terminated*due*to*a*small*average*change*in*the*fitness*function*value*with*
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Table* 3* shows* the* results* of* all* optimization* experiments.* * The* genetic* algorithm*
settled* into* its* final* state* sooner* than* the* other* two*methods*with* only*1340*fitness*
function*evaluations*as*opposed*to*2500,*but*the*final*performance*of*its*solution*was*
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the*worst*of*the*three*with*a*fitness*function*value*of*!"# = 0.295°".* *Pattern*search*







Pattern*Search* 2500 0.028°" 
Simulated*Annealing* 2500 0.15°" 





The* beam* space* signal* subspace* processing* is* amenable* to* parallel* and/or* pipelined*









spacing* is* set* to* be*
!
!*for* the* highest* frequency,*!! = 1.2!"#,* in* the* desired* signal*
bandwidth*of*400!"#.**The*aperture*size*is*then*
*




sources* and* resolution* determined* by* the* beam* width* for* the* various* methods* of*
conventional*beamforming*on*the*center*sub<band,*CSS*focused*MUSIC*and*TTD*beam*
space*MUSIC,* the* performance* was* compared.* * Fig.* 81* shows* a* plot* of* the* standoff*
range*for*which*the*system*is*capable*versus*the*source*separation.* *The*range*to*the*
sources*plotted*is*the*maximum*at*which*the*given*method*can*resolve*the*two*sources.**
The*plotted* range* is* considered* the*capable* standoff* range* since* the*airborne* system*
must*be*capable*of*measuring*the*source*locations*but*be*outside*of*the*range*of*anti<













could* accommodate* only* a*1!*length* array.* * Fig.* 83* shows* the* standoff* range* versus*
the* source* separation* for* TTD* beam* space*MUSIC* resolution* at* these* aperture* sizes.**
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The*lower*resolution*for*the*smaller*aperture*size*for*the*UAV*clearly*indicates*that*the*















Note* that* these* results* are* for* an* azimuth* estimation* system* and* that* the* source*
separation*is*in*the*azimuth*of*the*airborne*platform.**Fig.*84*shows*a*representation*of*
the*azimuthal*plane*with*an*example*of*an*apparent*azimuthal*source*separation*that*is*
different* than* the* actual* source* separation.* * The* apparent* source* separation* for* an*











the* region* near* the* sources* of* interest* and* has* declining* performance* in* regions*
spatially* separated* from* the* focused* region.* * The* TTD* beam* space* method* has*
performance* superior* to* conventional* methods,* but* not* as* good* as* the* CCS* focused*







Wide* bandwidth* signals* are* important* in*many* application* areas.* * Communications*
systems*use*spread*spectrum*waveforms*to*implement*multiple*user*access*for*limited*
frequency*bands,*consumer*demand*for*streaming*video*and*other*data*intensive*uses*
has* fueled* an* abundance* of* broadband*wireless* networks,* radar* systems* incorporate*
wide* bandwidth* waveforms* to* achieve* high<resolution,* and* military* systems* often*
spread* the*bandwidth*of* signals* in*order* to* reduce* the*probability*of* the* signal*being*
detected.* *Along*with*these*and*other*reasons*for*the*proliferation*of*wide*bandwidth*
signals,* the* need* to* perform* RF* source* location* for* such* signals* arises* as* well.**
Conventional*narrow*bandwidth*methods*may* fail* to*perform*adequately,*particularly*
for* long* ranges* or* high* noise* levels.* * The* previous* wideband* methods* suffer* from*








achieving* significant* savings* in* computational* expense* as* compared* to* previous*
methods* for* cases* when* the* number* of* beamformers* in* the* true* time* delay*
beamformer*bank*is* less*than*the*number*of*array*elements.* *A*potential*drawback*of*
the* method* for* certain* applications* is* that* the* beamformer* bank* limits* the*
instantaneous*field*of*view.**An*application*that*is*appropriate*for*a*limited*field*of*view*
and* that* needs* high<resolution* wide* bandwidth* source* location* capability* is* the*
airborne*electronic*intelligence*application.*
This*dissertation*reviewed*previous*methods*and*introduced*a*number*of*innovations.**
It* presented* the* novel* method* of* TTD* beam* space* MUSIC* and* compared* its*
performance*to*that*of*conventional,*previous*narrow*and*wide*bandwidth*methods.**It*
also* investigated* the* theoretical* performance* limitation* for* measurement* error,*
discussed* optimization* of* the* array* and* signal* processing* configuration* to* maximize*
performance* given* certain* constraints,* and* considered* various* aspects* of* its* practical*
application.*
The* root<MUSIC*method,* originally* introduced*by*Barabell* [92],* utilizes* the* roots* of*
the*MUSIC*spectrum*polynomial*to*estimate*source*directions*and*is*typically*limited*to*










Another* potential* area* for* future* investigation* is* optimization* of* array* and* signal*
processing*configurations.**This*area*was*very*lightly*broached*in*this*investigation*and*
that* only* to* show* the* potential* for* utility* of* the* global* optimization* methods* for*
performance* enhancement* when* complex* configurations* are* difficult* to* optimize*
manually.* *This*was*essentially*an*academic*exercise*used*to* introduce*the*topic*since*
we* assumed* a* uniform* linear* array* and* the* techniques* would* be* much* more*
appropriate*for*a*configuration*such*as*a*complex*conformal*array.*
The* treatment* of* polarization* and* multipath* is* another* area* for* potential* future*
research.**The*literature*contains*extensive*treatises*on*these*for*the*narrow*bandwidth*
case* for*signal*subspace*processing.* *Extension*of* the*narrow*bandwidth*treatment*to*
the*wideband*case*should*be*relatively*straightforward.*
The* signal* processing* of* spectrographic* data* as* opposed* to* simply* time<based* data*
using* the* methods* herein* presented* is* a* potential* topic* for* future* research.**
Spectrographic*data*manifests*as*a*2<Dimensional*waveform*of*signal*spectra*over*time.**
The* simultaneous* combination* of* signal* processing* for* time* and* frequency* domains*
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corresponds*well*with*the*framework*of*the*TTD*beam*space*concepts.*
The* bias* exhibited* by* the* method,* for* example* as* shown* in* Fig.* 77,* is* a* topic* for*
additional* study.* * One* possible* explanation* is* the* non<uniformity* of* the* aggregate*
beamformer*bank*response*as*displayed*in*Fig.*38.* *A*very*straightforward*experiment*
would*be* to* redesign* the*beamformer*bank*with*optimal*uniformity*of* the* aggregate*











role* in*beam*space* signal*processing.* * See* for*example* [138]*and* [139].* *As*a* cursory*
examination*of*this*assertion*in*the*context*of*the*modeled*examples*of*this*dissertation,*
a* nearly* orthogonal* beamformer* bank* was* generated.* * The* near* orthogonality* is*
achieved* by* adjusting* the* beam* directions* so* that* each* beam’s* first* null* falls* on* the*
location*of* its*nearest*neighbor*beams’*peaks.* *The*beamformer*bank*generated*using*
this*criterion,*with*all*other*parameters*equivalent*to*the*bank*of*Fig.*37,*is*shown*in*Fig.*
85.* * The* beam* steering* direction* vector* for* this* bank* is*
39.7°!56.4°!71°!83.5°!96.5°!109°!123.6°!140.3° .* * Since* the* beam* width* increases*
away* from* boresight,* the* spacing* between* beam* pattern* peaks* is* necessarily* non<











the* beamformer* bank* investigated* in* Chapter* 7* used* uniformity* of* the* aggregate*
pattern* and* uniformity* of* the* peak<to<peak* spacing* as* criteria.* * Although* the*
orthogonality* criterion* results* in* a* beamformer* bank* with* a* wider* field* of* view,* its*
aggregate* beam* pattern* lacks* the* uniformity* of* response* across* the* field* of* view.**
Relative* advantages* and* disadvantages* of* using* these* alternate* criteria,* as* well* as* a*
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The* wideband* antenna* manifold* derivation* is* performed* by* first* considering* the*
linear* model* as* described* in* equation* (3.13).* * For* a* single* source,*! = ! = 1,* the*
wideband*signal*model*in*equation*(3.8)*can*be*written*as,*
*








!!(!) ≝ !!!!!!!!!**.* * * * * * * * ***********(B.3)*
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ℂ!×!*,* * * * * * * * * * *****
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The*vector*!!(!)*in*(3.14)*becomes*a*scalar*for*L=1,*given*by*!! ! !*as*defined* in*(B.3).*
Now*multiplying*the*expression*in*(B.5)*by*!!(!),*
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! !!! (!"#!!:!!!"#!!)!!!! !!!!!!!!!
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! !!! (!"#!!:!!!"#!!)!!!! !!!!!!!!!
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*.**** * * *********(B.10)*
*



















using* this*!!(!!, !, !!)*and* then* summing* or* averaging* the* results* at* each* frequency.**
This*is*equivalent*to*using*equation*(B.10)*and*setting*all*!! = 1,*! = 1,2,… , !.**Thus*the*
wideband* beam* space*manifold* vector* is* given* by* summing* over* all* j’s* of* the* vector*
(B.11)*as*in,*
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The* assumption* that* the* noise* is* white* as* measured* at* the* antennas* does* not*
generally* hold* as* the* signals* pass* through* the* individual* beamformers.* * Here* we*
demonstrate* that* the*noise* samples*at* the*output*of*each* individual*beamformer*are*
non<white* Gaussian* processes.* * However,* the* colored* noise* processes* at* different*
beamformer*outputs*are*uncorrelated.**From*equation*(3.10),*
*
!! ! = !!!!(! − !!:!,! !!:! )!!!! ! *****************




!! ! = !!!!" ! = !!!!"(!)!!!!!!!! *,*** * * * ***********(C.2)*
*
is*the*output*of*an*FIR*filter*with*weights,*!!,!!,… ,!!.* *Since*the*observation*noise,*
!!(!),* is* assumed* to* be* white* Gaussian,*!!(!)~!(0,!!!,* for* all*!,*!!(!)*is* colored*








= !!!!!!!!!"#!! = ! − 1,!"#*
= 0!!"#!! ≥ !.** * * * * * * * * ***********(C.3)*
*
However,* the* noise* processes* at* the* output* of* ! *individual* beamformers,*
!! ! ,!! ! ,… ,!!(!)*are* uncorrelated* because* the* zero<mean* processes*!!"(!)’s* in*
equation* (C.2)* are* uncorrelated* for* different*!*values,* i.e.,* expected* values* of* all* the*
cross*terms*are*zeros,*
*
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